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Abstract 

A key feature of the local bond market is that trade is concentrated in a few liquid government 

bOllds. \Vc review awl illlpl(~m(~llt the filtered terril strlldlll"(' model proposed by GOlllbmli, 

Jaschke and Runggaldier that defines an arbitrage free pricing system that is consistent with 

liquid bond prices. 

The model is derived in two stages called the underlying and perturbed models. The underlying 

model defines the theoretical arbitrage free term structure. It is assumed to be a multi-factor, 

affine IIJ:"I type model where the stochastic factors satisfy a linear diffusion equation. 

Gombani et al. argue that the differences between the theoretical and market prices should 

be interpreted as unobserved errors. The perturbed model models the prices of the observed 

bonds as their theoretical values distorted by noise. 

Assuming that the information available at any point in time is the market prices of a finite 

number of liquidly traded bonds, the perturbed model is used to derive a continually updated 

pricing system that is arbitrage free with respect to the observed prices. The method is based 

on the Kalman filter. 

\Ve implement a particular three-factor version of the model and calibrate it to the South 

African market. We discuss the relevant data and numerical and statistical techniques including 

principal component analysis and yield curve construction. 

We apply the formulas for pricing European options on zero-coupon and coupon bearing bonds 

for Gaussian HJ:\I models to the perturbed model and present two examples to demonstrate the 

application of the model to bond and option pricing. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

In this report we review and implement a filtered term structure model in the South African 

market. Below we provide a brief overview of some yield curve models in order to place the 

model that we implement in context. 

Term structure models provide a description of how interest rates change through time. The 

classical approach models the evolution of the yield curve in terms of the behaviour of the in

stantaneous risk-free rate (called the short-rate). The basic idea is that in a risk-neutral world 

the process followed by the short-rate determines the fair value for any future cash flow which 

in turn allows the entire term structure of interest rates to be determined, see for example Hull 

(2003). The value of the short-rate at time t is denoted r(t) and the general form of the process 

specifying the dynamics of the short-rate is assumed to be 

dr(t) = M(t, r(t))dt + cy(t, r(t))dW(t), (1.1 ) 

where H'(t) is a Wiener process. 

The simplest of the short-rate models, called one-factor models, assume that the process for 

the short-rate is driven by a single source of uncertainty in which case ~V(t) is one-dimensional. 

Two of the most well known of the early one-factor short-rate models are the Vasicek (1977) 

model, where the short-rate dynamics are assumed to follow a mean reverting Gaussian process 

and the Cox, Ingersoll and Ross (1985) model (eIR hereafter) where short-rate dynamics are 

assumed to follow a mean reverting square-root process. 1 The major difference between these 

1 For the Vasicek model, the dynamics of the short-rate under the martingale measure are giYen by 

dr(t) = (b - ar(t))dt + iYdH"(t), (a> 0), 

where a and b are constants. For the erR model they are given by 

dr(t) = a(b - r(t))dt + iYyTdW(t). 
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two models is that under the Vasicek model (and in fact Gaussian models in general) there is 

a non-zero probability of negative interest rates, while under the CIR model interest rates are 

nonnegative. 2 

One of the main reasons for the popularity of the Vasicek and CIR models is that under both 

models bonds and bond options can be priced analytically. Jamshidian (1989) derives a for

mula for \"aluing European options on zero-coupon and coupon bonds under the Vasicek model 

that is similar to the Black-Scholes formula for pricing equity options. For the CIR model, 

a formula for the valuation of options on zero-coupon bonds is provided by Cox et a1. (1985); 

a formula for the yaluation of European options on coupon bonds is deri\"ed by Longstaff (1993).3 

There are two basic types of term structure models, equilibrium and no-arbitrage. Equilibrium 

models start with assumptions about economic variables. The dynamics of the term structure 

are then deriyed from these assumptions. The Vasicek and CIR models are examples of equilib

rium term structure models. The main disadvantage of equilibrium models is that they do not 

lleccssarily fit the observcd initial term structure. By a process calleel ·illvcrtillg the yield curye', 

the model parameters can be chosen to make the fit as dose as possible but the possible shapes 

of the yield curye are limited. For example, the Vasicek model cannot produce an inverted curve. 

This can be problematic, for instance when pricing derivatives it seems unreasonable to use a 

model that does not price the underlying bonds correctly. 

A no-arbitrage model is designed to be exactly consistent with the observed initial term struc

ture. For short-rate models this is generally achieved by making one or more of the model 

parameters time dependent. The first of the no-arbitrage models was proposed by Ho and Lee 

(1986). Ho and Lee's model was originally formulated in terms of a binomial tree but a con

tinuous time limit of the model that fits into the short-rate framework can be derived, see for 

example Jamshidian (1988). The Ho-Lee model fits the initial term structure exactly and is 

analytically tractable: both bonds and European bond options can be valued analytically. The 

elisadvalltage of the model is that the volatility structure is illfiexible and all rates are equally 

variable. The model is also not mean reverting. 

Some equilibrium models can be converted to no-arbitrage models by making the drift of the 

short-rate process a function of time. In particular Hull and \Vhite (1990a, 1990b) derive exten

sions of the Vasicek and CIR models that fit the observed initial term structure. The extended 

yrrsion of tIl(' Vasicf'k mood is analytically tractaLk while in gf'nf'ral the f'xtendeo version of 

2Cnder the Vasicek model the short-rate is characterised by a Gaussian distribution while under the erR model 

short-rate is characterised by a non-central chi-squared distribution. 
3Longstaff"s approach is consistent with Jamshidian·s and it is in fact possible to generalise Jamshidian·s 

approach for other analytically tractable one-factor models in a natural way. See Brigo and 11ercurio (2001). 
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the eIR model is not. 4 

~lany other short-rate models have been suggested. A notable class of model that we have 

not mentioned above are the lognormal models such as Black Derman and Toy (1990) and 

Black, and Karasinski (1991). These models guarantee nonnegative interest rates but are not 

analytically trad.ablc making calibration to tlw markct morc difficult. 

The major problem with all one-factor models is that since they assume that all yield curve 

movement is driven by a single source of uncertainty, rates of all maturities are perfectly corre

lated which implies that all rates move in the same direction. For this reason one-factor models 

such as those described above are generally acceptable when the instrument being priced de

pends only on a single point on the yield curve. If however the correlation of interest rates 

is relevant to pricing it is necessary to use a model that allows for more realistic correlation 

patterns. ~lodels that allow a wider variety of term structure movements and volatility shapes 

can be achieved by introducing additional factors. 

Two or three factors are usually required to give a realistic description yield curve dynam

ics over time. This observation goes back to Litterman and Scheinkman (1991) who show that 

ill gCllPral almost all of the variatioIl in the returns OIl any fixed incollle s(,curity ('an be explaiucd 

by three attributes of the yield curve which they call leveL slope and curvature. These factors as 

well as the percentage of historical yield curve variation explained by them can be estimated by 

a principal component analysis of historical yield curve volatility. Principal component analysis 

is discussed further in Section 3.5. 

~umerous two-factor short-rate models have been suggested. A particular example is the Bren

nan and Schwartz (1979, 1982) model where the second factor is chosen to be the yield on a 

perpetual bond (called a consol). The Brennan and Schwartz model therefore incorporates both 

the level and steepness of the yield curve. This can be seen by noting that if the short-rate is 

interpreted as the level of the curve then the steepness of the curve is implied by the consol yield. 

Other well-known examples of two-factor models are Hull and \Yhite (1994) and Longstaff and 

Schwartz (1992). Balduzzi, Das, Foresi and Sundaram (1996) derive a framework for three-factor 

affiIle short-rate lllO(lels. Iuparticlliar they cOllsider all exalllple where the tIm'!' factors arc tIl(' 

short-rate, the mean-reversion level and the volatility of the short-rate and show that the model 

describes the level, slope and curvature of the yield curve. A problem with the multi-factor 

short-rate models such as those discussed above is that as they become more realistic, inversion 

of the yield curve becomes more difficult. 

Heath. Jarrow and 1IortOll (1992) (hereafter HJ\I) propose a different approach. Instead of 

4A version of the extended erR model that is analytically tractable has been proposed by Jamshidian (1995). 
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modelling the instantaneous short-rate, they propose a framework where the evolution of the 

yield curve is modelled in terms of the process followed by instantaneous forward rates. In this 

case the initial forward rate curve is an input to the model, hence HJl\1 type models automat

ically fit the obseryed initial term structure and inn'rsion of the yield curve is not required. A 

further advantage of the HJl\1 framework is that it allows for complete freedom in the choice of 

volatility structure. It can also be shown that many short-rate models can be recast in terms of 

the HJ:.1 framework, see for example Chiarella and Kwon (2001). A key problem with general 

HJ:.I models is that they are computationally intensive and often have to be implemented us

ing ~Ionte-Carlo simulation since trees are generally non-recombining. The HJl\f framework is 

discussed further in Section 3.4. 

A commonly cited drawback of the HJM framework is that it is expressed in terms of instanta

neous forward rates which are not directly observable in the market. This led to the development 

of the LIBOR market model (Brace, Gatarek and l\Iusiela 1997, Jamshidian 1997, Miltersen, 

Sandmann and Sondermann 1997) which is expressed in terms of traded forward rates. It is 

however worth noting that in most markets, including the South African market, only short 

dated forward rates are traded. This means that to calibrate the LIBOR market model, longer 

dated forward rates need to be estimated via some type of curve construction procedure. This 

procedure often involves the construction of instantaneous forward curves. 

The model that we propose to implement in the South African market, derived by Gombani, 

.Taschke and Rllngg<l.ldier (200.'5) fits into the H.Tl\I frmllework. The model is derived in two stages 

called the underlying and perturbed models. The underlying model is assumed to represent the 

'true' dynamics of the yield curve. These dynamics are assumed to be stable through time. 

The observed market prices are however assumed to be affected by . errors ' such as liquidity 

adjustments. The perturbed model adjusts the 'true' dynamics by incorporating an error term 

to account for deviations from the theoretical market prices. This model has a useful application 

in the South African context since the Bond Exchange of South Africa (BESA) publishes two 

types of empirical yield curve called 'perfect fit' and 'best decency' hut do not provide any link 

between the two. The 'perfect fit' curves price the instruments from which they where created 

exactly whereas the 'best decency' curves will be smoother than the 'perfect fit' curves but do 

not necessarily price the input instruments exactly. Gombani et al. 's model can be used to pro

vide a theoretical connection between the two types of curve. The theoretical arbitrage free term 

structure is determined by calibrating the underlying model to historical yield curve volatility 

yia a principal component analysis of historical 'best decency' forward curves. A 'perfect fit' 

curve constructed from the market prices of liquid bonds is then used to determine the market 

prices for the perturbed model. 

The next chapter gives an oyerview of the South African fixed income market. Some well 
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known results and notation used later are set out in Chapter 3. Chapter 4 reviews Gombani et 

al. 's model focusing on the particular three-factor case that we propose to implement. Where 

necessary we provide details omitted in the original paper. \Ve also consider the application of 

formulas for pricing European bond options for Gaussian HJ~I models to the proposed model. 

Implementation of the model is considered in Chapter 5 where we discuss the calibration of the 

model and the relevant data and numerical techniques including yield curve construction. A 

significant part of the calibration process is the implementation of the Kalman filter. Gombani 

et al. do not discuss the solution of the differential Riccati equation needed to calculate bond 

prices. \Ye discuss two possible methods for solving the relevant equation. The final chapter 

concludes with two examples that demonstrate the application of the model to bond and option 

pricing in the South African market. 
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C ha pter 2 

Overview of the South African fixed 

income marke t 

'I"he South Af';can bond "'arke! i~ a'''on!!:'! d." "" .. t 1i'l";'\ ".tid I"' -g",' of th~ (Ule' gin; u,a'''''I'' 

.~ we)" fc"t"'~ "f the ](w"l l"",,1 ml\l"ket !~ 'h"t the ma"ket ao.piahSil.ti<m and trade ;1 <'>;I1een· 

I,rhl.,d Ill" fe"- liq,,id go\,ernm~ut balds. rhi~ i. illu,trat ed by Fi/:urc 2.\ below whi d , ,,1>0"'" 

II bTukdm;n of ,he market carll "];! .. !i...,, 01 II," SondL Afri ('an and CS \Kmd W",k,- ,,, h' of .10 

June :.>O()(;-' 

Flgille '21: BreBkdo .... n ~ the So:.uth Att,C'II" and LoS bond m8r~ hi- pef('cnl~lI.C oj """ke\ 

capitalioanon (30 June WOti) 

' RSA [)"'~ '[JQnd Da<~' '9< .. dol,_, Do<>o [«hang< of South A"'k~. loll JOt .. 1M, ~,,,;I.I>:< ' r."m 
.. w.' boo< ... xcl"n~~.<o_,._ I:S D.,. Ro.o".h Q""rlorI~', !loud ~!.,loet A""d.,ioll. ~1 Au~u" :NJS. ", .. ,l,h'~ 

r,,,,,, ... ",w.l_", i""""t.>.mrrc 
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As of :10 ,June 20C11i, the market capitalisation of 'he South African bond marke' was apprro:i

men elv R73L3 billiolL. TlH' CS marht was ahont 2.)8 tim'" hrller' thalL th~ l(~,~l m"Tk~t with 

"markf't cctl'itlili>.litiolL of lil'l'roximatf,jy $2GA trillion, 

The marke1 capitalisation of the Somh ,\frican i:>ond market has grown by about .56% ovcr 

th~ pas, five yenrs from approx imatrly R4(i8.~ billion as of 29 .I1Jl'~ 2tlOI 10 approxim"t~ly 

RnLJ billion a., of:;O .I,me 2U()6. Th~ exlplLt to d,ich I.he Illlirket COllll""itiOll h~, ch~nW'(1 

over the period can he ",en by cOIllparing Figure 2.l wi,h Figure 2,2 below ",hid, sho<\', a eiIllilar 

bTeakduv.'n of the South AfricalL market for 2'J June 2tlOI 3 Specifically, although the current 

('Ol"'elLlrati(w, in !',o\'emment ho",l, i, l>l!.Tticlllarly hi!',h, it hlL' d~(Teased con.i,!pmhly ,il",e 200 L 

The percentage of parastatal bonde has ale<> decreased while ,he percentage of bonds ie.,ued by 

corporales has increa",'1. Se.:uriti.cd and as",t bach,! instrument. have been introduced and 

makc up ovcr lO'A'- of the market. Thc perITntage of floating rate note. has approximately dou

bJ..d "nd Ihp l'~""""~K~ or in[[~tio" li"k~rl bond, ha., i,,,,rp,,,,,,,l 'i}!,"ific~ntly. 

Fillm., 2.2: B",ak,loll-r, of the Sonth A fric"n ho",l rn~rket hy l'e"'''Lt''Ke of market cal'itali"'tiolL 

(29 .Iune 2(01) 

Bonde ar~ list"j on th~ Bond Exch~nKP of South Afri,'" (BESA). The delliilo of th~ main Somh 

African government i:>onci., at p,-""enl are given in T~ble 2,1 below. SOIlle of th"'" are uooi in 

the ,'i~ld ""n'e con,uuction j>TO<'C,," and fOTm thc ba'is of the .",librate,! mo<l d that we discu,,", 

'C,in~ on ,xchon~e rote of RI,lo to Ih, ,,0I1or, 
"D".o 'S,-",i" Da1 ~' 'p,",d'"'-<, n ond F,x"h~n&" "I &",,1 -Ur'".. 29 Jun, "JUt, oyaiiatle h'~n 

ww",'. """""" h~ng<'.m ... , 
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later. \Ye also use the bonds in Table 2.1 in the examples in the final chapter. 

Table 2.1: South African government bond details 

Bond code Issue date Coupon rate }.!aturity date Coupon dates Book close dates 

R194 • 1 Apr 2001 10.00% 28 Feb 2007/08/09 28 Feb / 31 Aug 18 Feb / 21 Aug 

R153 • 22 Jun 1989 13.00% 31 Aug 2009/10/11 28 Feb / 31 Aug 18 Feb / 21 Aug 

R206 11 Aug 2005 7.50% 15 Jan 2014 15 Jan / 15 Jul 5 Jan / 5 Jul 

R201 27 }'lay 2003 8.75% 21 Dec 2014 21 Jun / 21 Dec 11 Jun / 11 Dec 

R157 • 18 Jan 1991 13.50% 15 Sep 2014/15/16 15 }.!ar / 15 Sep 5 }.!ar / 5 Sep 

R203 7 }.!ay 2004 8.25% 15 Sep 2017 15 }.!ar / 15 Sep 5 }.!ar / 5 Sep 

R204 11 Aug 2004 8.00% 21 Dec 2018 21 Jun / 21 Dec 11 Jun / 11 Dec 

R207 17 Jun 2005 7.25% 15 Jan 2020 15 Jan / 15 Jul 5 Jan / 5 Jul 

R186 • 1 Apr 1998 10.5% 21 Dec 2025/26/27 21 Jun / 21 Dec 11 Jun / 11 Dec 

* The R194, R153, R157 and R186 are 'triple-redemption' bonds, meaning that a third of the principal is 

redeemed at each of the dates in the maturity column of the above table. The bonds are however priced as if 

the entire principal was to be redeemed on the middle date using the standard BESA bond pricing formula, 

see BESA (2005). 

2.1 Bond indices 

The first indices for the South African bond market were introduced by the Johannesburg Stock 

Exchange (JSE) in 1983. The indices, collectively called the JSE-Actuaries Fixed Income Index, 

consisted of price and yield indices for various sub-sectors of the market but did not include an 

overall bond index. These early indices were however not widely accepted and were replaced by 

a new set of indices collectively called the JSE-Actuaries Bond Performance Index in 1988. 

The JSE-Actuaries Bond Performance Index consisted of values for a 'Price Index' and 'In

terest Yield' for four term sub-indices and an overall All Bond Index. The Price Index and 

Interest Yield were simply the weighted averages of the clean prices and running yields, respec

tively, of the bonds in each category.4 

Indices are primarily used as a benchmark for measuring portfolio performance and the main 

drawback of the JSE-Actuaries Bond Performance Index was that only approximate total returns 

could be calculated from the index values. This problem was addressed by the introduction of 

the current indices called the BEASSA Total Return Indices, launched by the Bond Exchange 

of South Africa (BESA) and the Actuarial Society of South Africa (ASSA) in July 2000, see 

BESA, ASSA (2000). 

4The Indices were back-dated to January 1986. The Price Index values were based to a level of 100 on 1 

January 1986. 
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The BEASSA Total Return Indices consists of three main indices: 

• The All Bond Index (ALB!) which consists of the top twenty5 listed bonds ranked according 

to a dual market capitalisation and liquidity ranking system.6 

• The Government Bond Index (GOVI) which consists of the South African government 

bonds that are ranked in the top ten in the dual ranking. 

• The Other Bond Index (OTHI) which consists of all the bonds in the ALB! that do not 

belong to the GOVI. 

The ALBI is also split into four sub-indices by term to maturity. In particular the term splits 

are for bonds with terms to maturity of 1-3 years, 3-7 years, 7-12 years and greater than 12 years. 

The index constituents are reseleded quarterly with the reweightings taking effect on the first 

Thursdays of February, .:\fay, August and N"ovember. 7 

The index values as well as the index modified durations. com"exities and other statistics are 

published daily by BESA. 

The advantage of the above total return indices is the simplicity with which accurate total 

returns can be calculated: if the value of the index is 10 at time t = to and h at time t = tl > to 

then the total return for the period to to h is given by the formula8 

h total return = - - 1. 
10 

(2.1) 

Also, unlike the previous indices, the current indices are replicable in the sense that the actual 

performance of a replicating portfolio will match the performance implied by the published index 

values if the portfolio manager can trade at the prices used to rebalance the index. 

2.2 Yield curves 

The first yield curve for the South African market, called the JSE-Actuaries Yield Curve. was 

introduced concurrently with the JSE-Actuaries Bond Performance Index. The curve was con

structed by first using a type of cluster analysis to group a weighted set of input bonds into five 

clusters and determine centre points of these clusters. The curve was then constructed by using 

5The number is subject to change at the discretion of the index selection committee. 
60111y bonds that pay fixed send-annual coupons are eligible for selcctioll for the ALDI. DOllds arc also required 

to have a term to maturity of greater than one year for the entire period for which the selection is being made. 
7Special reweightings may occur at the discretion of the index selection committee. 
8Coupons are assumed to be reinvested proportionately across the index. 
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cubic splines to join thes.. centre points. see ~IcLKld (1900). An example of a curve for ,~o June 

200ti !':clLcrat..<l USillg this methodolon is ,how ill Fi!':uTe 2_~ below_ 

Fi!,:ure 2_~: JSE-Actuari"" Yiel<! ('un'C (:lU JUlL~:ltX){jj 

",-------------------------------~--------, 

"' 
i 

' 1 , 
, 

, o / 

J 
r",", '" ""'''''y IT -'I 

----

The JSFrActuarics Yichl CUn'c wa, howevcT I~," th''' L i'leal - shortcomillg" ilLciuderl the la{'t 

that the CUl-Ve WI<.' COlJ,trllcted fr'M!! l)()l},b with varyin~ n .. di, 'lLl~lity 'Ul,1 the f~ct th~t the 

curv,", would not neces,arily value any of the input bond, corr"'tly. The JSE--Actuaries Yield 

CUTve "'as rcplaced by thc current curves. called thc RFASSA zero-coupon eu",,,". which havc 

b ..... , pul~i'h .. d in thdr IH""~nt form~t ,ill("" Dt·('~ml,..r 2001, s~ .. Ether .. dge (2tXJ~). The TIE-

ASSA .ero-coupon curve_ ~re pUblbhe-d dail)' by the Bond E_~ch"ll~e of South Alric~ and comist 

01 various curve, created from instruments in the local bond and swap market. 

Th~ zern-COUpOll bOlLd eUrV~. a,.., {,OllStTU{'tcd from lh . bOIJ(I, b .. lon gill~ to the (;OVI in,lex_ 

fllld I< vari~ty 01 money-mark!'! in"'LlIllem,_ Two ,liff .. n'", 1)'1"" of Z"lH-"'"pon bon,l CUr\'''' 

a", published namely 'perfect fit' and 'best deCfncy·. The 'perfect; fit' cun'e price, the inpm 

ilL,lrunHW' ,'x ,,,,,ly_ Th"t i. '0 sa,- if Ih~ ,·",h flow, of all" "I Ih" il'P'" Io""d, ~T" ""Iw·,j ",illg 

the 'perfect fit ' curve, ll,e market price of Ihe bonri i, o!Jl.~ine;l . TIond.' thai ~re ,",I. inputs ;'1[<0 

the CUrW Nllstrueti ,nL 1>r()C~'" will however JI(~ Il""",,arily be pric",l ~"Orre('t Iy by t h .. {'UTW. Th .. 

'best rlocenc~'" curve aims to balance the requirements 01 pricing accmacy and ,nlOO<hness - ir 

will be smoother than the ;perfoct; fit' CUl'\'e but willllOt necessarily value the input instrumcnts 

eXl<d.!y. For rlet~il, of the (" mY~ "oll,tru("tioll pro(' .. dure ., .... Ether"'lg .. (2IW:1). 
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Implementation of our model requires both 'perfect fit' and 'best decency' type forward and 

zero curves. The details of the calibration procedure and our curve construction process, which 

is similar to Etheredge (2003), are discussed in Chapter 5. 

'Perfect fit' and 'best decency' swap curves are also published. The swap curves are based 

on the same construction process as the bond curves, except that that the input instruments 

are swap rates instead of bonds. Again the 'perfect fit' swap curves will price the input swaps 

exactly, while the 'best decency curves' sacrifice some degree of pricing accuracy in return for 

smoother curves. The model that we discuss can be calibrated to swap curves in a similar way 

using the procedure outlined later, and can provide a theoretical link between the 'best decency' 

and 'perfect fit' s\\'ap curves. 

2.3 Other instruments and derivatives 

"Cntil recently the market for South African swaps has been largely an interbank market. Swaps 

trade over-the-counter (OTe) and are usually standard fixed vs. floating swaps linked to JIBAR9 

where payments are exchanged quarterly. The local banks mainly trade swaps with maturities 

up to 10 years. Longer dated swaps with maturities up to 30 years are primarily traded by 

foreign banks. 

A market for options on South African bonds exists but is currently a lot less liquid than 

the underlying bond market. The most liquid derivatives during the 1990s were options on 

Eskom bonds. During this period asset managers were very active in the options market and 

there were numerous market makers (banks) trading options. At this time only OTC options 

traded and physical option contracts were exchanged. :\Iany international and domestic players 

stopped trading the South African options market after the 1998 emerging market (Russian) 

crisis and option turnover decreased significantly. 

In the last few years option trade has been concentrated in options on South African gov

ernment bonds - very few, if any Eskom options trade. Option pricing tends to be based on 

the price of options on a single benchmark bond, currently either the R153 or R157. To price 

options on other South African government bonds, the market convention is to calculate the rel

evant implied volatilities from the benchmark bond volatility using a relatively naive volatility 

conversion formula. Options with 3, 6, 9 and 12 month expiries trade, with 3 month options 

being the most liquid - the longer dated options tend to exhibit wider biel-offer spreads. 

9 Johannesburg Interbank Agreed Rate. 
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In Section 5.3 we discuss how the perturbed model can be calibrated to a benchmark option 

price. The second example in Chapter 6 then compares the prices implied by the perturbed 

model for options on other (non benchmark) bonds with the prices obtained using the market 

volatility conversion convention. The model that we implement provides a more sophisticated 

methodology for pricing options on less liquid bonds which is consistent with observed yield 

curve dynamics. 

16 
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Chapter 3 

Preliminaries 

This section sets out some well known results and notation used later. 

3.1 Some interest rate definitions and notation 

The fundamental objects of fixed income modelling are zero-coupon bonds. A zero-coupon 

bond with maturity date T is a contract that guarantees to pay the holder 1 unit of currency 

at time T. The price of a time T maturity zero-coupon bond at time t <::: T is denoted by p(t, T).l 

The time t, T - t year zero-coupon rate or spot rate is denoted by Y (t, T). This is the in

terest rate earned on money invested at time t to be returned at time T. vVe will assume that 

Y(t, T) is a continuously compounded interest rate. Since buying a T-maturity zero-coupon 

bond at time t is equivalent to investing p(t, T) at time t to receive 1 at time T it follows that 

p(t, T)eY(t,T)(T-t) = 1. (3.1) 

The price of the zero-coupon bond p(t, T) is therefore given by 

p(t. T) = e-Y(t,T)(T-t). (3.2) 

The time t, time-weighted yield of the zero-coupon bond maturing at time T is denoted by 

y(t, T) = Y(t, T)(T - t). (3.3) 
ITlw ddinitions that follow ftrP sl1h.i~ct to the assnmptions that: 

• There is a frictionless market for zero-coupon bonds of every maturity T > O. 

• p(T, T) = 1 for all T 2': O. 

• For ('\'('fY fix('Q t, p(t. T) is Qiff~r('ntiabl(' with r('sp('ct to T. 

• There is no risk of default. 
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The price at time t of a coupon bearing bond with cash flows Cj occurring at times Tj for 

j = L ... , m is given by 
k 

A (t. em. Tm) = L Cjp(t. Tj). 
j=1 

(3.4) 

For t < 5 < T, the continuously compounded forward rate F(t, 5. T) is the continuously com

pounded rate at time t for the period 5 to T. A simple no-arbitrage argument, see for example 

Bjork (1998), shows that F(t, 5, T) is given by 

F( 5 T) = _lnp(t, T) -lnp(t. 5) 
t, , T - 5 . (3.5) 

The instantaneous forward rate, f(t, T), is the rate at time t for the infinitesimal interval 

[T, T + dT] and is given by 

f(t, T) lim F(t, T. T + 6.T) 
t>.T->O ' 

= _ lim lnp(t, T + 6.T) - lnp(t, T) 
t>.T->O 6.T 

alnp(t, T) 
aT (3.6) 

Solving the differential equation (3.6) gives the zero-coupon bond price p(t, T) in terms of the 

instantaneous forward rates: 

p(t, T) = exp { -iT f(t. s)ds } . (3.7) 

The instantaneous short term risk-free rate or short rate at time t is denoted by r(t). The short 

rate is defined as the instantaneous forward rate at time t for the infinitesimal interval [t, t + dt], 

that is 

r(t) = f(t, t). (3.8) 

The money-market account is defined as the investment that continually accrues interest at the 

prevailing risk-free rate. Assuming a value of 1 at time t = 0, the value of the money-market 

account at time t is given by 

M(t) = exp {!at d:.;)d:.;} . (3.9) 
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3.2 Matrix functions 

Both the underlying and perturbed models are formulated in terms of matrix functions. :\latrix 

functions and the rules for differentiating and integrating them are defined as fo11ows: 2 

The matrix function A(t) defined by 

A(t) = [aij(t)lnxm i = 1, .... 11, j = 1. ... , m, 

is an n x m matrix with the functions Gij(t) as entries.3 

The derivative and integral of the matrix function A(t) are defined by 

and 

dA(t) 
dt 

it A(s)ds = [it aij(S) dS] . 
u u nxm 

(3.10) 

(3.11) 

(3.12) 

The rules for differentiating and integrating matrix functiuns are similar tu those for urdinary 

functions. In particular for matrix functions A(t) and B(t) and constant matrix C of suitable 

dimensions we have 

d d 
-d CA(t) = C-

d 
A(t), 

t t 
(3.13) 

!i (A(t) B(t)) = dA(t) + dB(t) . 
dt + dt dt' 

(3.14) 

!iA(t)B(t) = A(t) dB(t) + dA(t) B(t), 
dt dt dt 

(3.15) 

.£t (A(s) + B(s)) ds = .f A(s) ds + .f B(s) ds. (3.16) 

3.3 Matrix exponential 

For any constant n x n matrix, A, and scalar, T, the matrix exponential, eAT, is defined by the 

power series expansion 
ex: )k 

AT _ " (AT 
e - L... k! . 

k=O 

(3.17) 

\Ve use the :\IATLAB function expm to calculate matrix exponentials. Although it can be shown 

that the series (3.17) converges for all values of T, it does not converge fast enough to use as an 

approximation, see Grewal and Andrews (2001). :\loler and Van Loan (2003) discuss the various 

possibilities for calculating the matrix exponentiaL including Pade approximation and scaling 

and squaring, the techniques used by the function expm. 

2See Grewal and Andrews (2001), Zill and Cullen (1992). 
3The functions a;j(t) are assumed to be defined on a suitable interval I. 
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3.4 The Heath-Jarrow-Morton drift condition and affine HJM 

models 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the HJM framework (Heath et al. 1992) models the evolution of the 

yield curve in terms of the process followed by instantaneous forward rates. The well known 

HJM drift condition specifies the relationship bet\\-een the parameters of the forward rate pro

cess. The most commonly used version of the condition states the relationship between the drift 

and diffusion coefficients when the forward rate dynamics are specified under the martingale 

measure: 4 

HJM drift condition: If the dynamics of the instantaneous forward rates, specified under 

the martingale measure Q, are given by 

df(t, T) 

f (0, T) 

O'(t, T)dt + CT(t, T)dW(t) 

1* (0, T) , (3.18) 

where W(t) is an n-dimensional Q- Wiener process, CT(t, T) is an n-dimensional vector valued 

function, Q(t. T) is a scalar function and 1* (0, T) is the observed forward rate curve at time 

t = 0 then the relationship between the drift coefficient.. n(t, T). and diff1lsion coefficient, J(t. T), 

must be 

0' (t, T) = CT (t, T) iT CT (t, s)' ds. (3.19) 

In the above formula' denotes transpose. 5 D 

Condition (3.19) implies that although the volatility structure of an Hnf type model can be 

specified freely; once it has been chosen the drift parameters are uniquely determined. 

An n-dimensional HJJ\f model is said to be l\farkovian if there exists an n-dimensional Markov 

process x(t), such that the forward rates can be expressed in the form f(t. T; x(t)). The notation 

implies that the effect of the Wiener process enters only through the \'ariable x and any further 

dependence on t and T is deterministic. 

Further, a :\Iarko\'ian HJM model is said to be affine if the forward rate process can be written 

in the form 

f(t, T; x(t)) = h(t, T)l;(t) + ho(t, T), (3.20) 

4See for example Bjork (1998). 
5Expanding the matrix multiplication in (3.19) gives 

a (t.,T) = tIT; (/,T) iT IT; (/,8)ds. 
i=l t 

The multi-factor HJl\1 drift condition is often cited in this form, see for example Hull (2003). 
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where h(t, T) and ho(t, T) are deterministic functions. The model derived by Gombani et al. 

(200.5) that we propose to implement fits into the affine HJ:\I framework. Conditions on the 

\'olatility parallleters llIHlcr which a general H.T:t\I lllodel cau b(' writt(,ll iu affiu(' forlll arc derived 

by Chiarella and Kwon (2001).6 

3.5 Principal component analysis of the yield curve 

Principal component analysis (hereafter PCA) is a multivariate statistical technique for simpli

fying a dataset by reducing its dimensionality. The discussion below is based on Johnson and 

Wichern (1992). 

Suppose that a dataset consists of 'In observations of the p random variables Xl, X 2 , ... , Xp. 

Algebraically, PCA aims to explain the variance-covariance structure of the dataset through a 

few linear combinations of the original variables: 

Suppose the covariance matrix associated with the random vector X = [Xl, X 2 , ... ,Xp] is 

given by I: = [O"i,j], where O"ij = COV(Xi,Xj ), i.j = 1,2 .... . p. If the linear combinations 

Yl, Y2 • ... , Yp are given by 

Yl 

Y2 

Yp 

then it follows that 

£UXI 

£12 X l 

£'lpXl 

var (Yi) 

cov (Yi, Yj) 

+ t2l X 2 + + tplXp {~X 

+ t22 X 2 + + tp2Xp £;X 

+ £2pX 2 + ... + eppxp £~X, 

= 1,2, ... ,p £~ I:£i, 

(~I:£j , L.J = 1.2, .... p. 

(3.22) 

(3.23) 

The principal components are defined to be the uncorrelated linear combinations Yi = £~X, z = 
1,2, ... p that have maximum variances subject to the constraint that t~ei = 1.7 

Specifically the first principal component is the linear combination p~ X that maximises var( £~ X) 

subject to £~ £1 = 1. 

6In /Spneral, a term st.ructure model is said to he affine if zt'ro-coupon hand prices are of the form 

p (/., T) = rA(LT)+B(t.T)r(t), (3.21) 

where A(t, T) and D(t, T) are deterministic fUllctions. Duffie and Kan (H)0G) discuss the gelleral tllcory of affille 

term structures. 

7 Since for any particular coefficient vector, e;, varU;X) can be increased by multiplying e; by a constant, the 

coefficiellt vectors are required to be of ullit lellgth. 
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The second principal component is the linear combination £~X that maximises var( £~X) subject 

to £~£2 = 1 and cov( e~ X, e~X) = o. 

The ith principal component is the linear combination £;X that maximises var(£;X) subject 

to £;ei = 1 and cov(e;X, ejX) = 0 for j <i. 

It can be shown, see Johnson and Wichern (1992), that the principal components are deter

mined by the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the covariance matrix. The covariance matrix, 2: 

can be diagonalised8 as 2: = QAQ' where A is the diagonal matrix of the eigenvalues of 2:, namely 

Al 2': A2 2': ... 2': Ap , and Q is the matrix with the corresponding eigenvectors, el 2': e2 2': ... 2': ep , 

as columns. The matrix Q is orthogonal, that is QQ' = Q'Q = I. 

The ith principal component is given by 

for i = 1,2 .... ,p, and 

var (Yi) 

cov (Yi, Yj) 

e; 2:ei 

e;2:ej 0, 

e;X 

1, 2, .... p 

-I- J. 

(3.24) 

(3.25) 

The total variance explained by the principal components is equal to the total variance of the 

original variables. This follows from the fact that the sum of the diagonal entries of a matrix is 

equal to the sum of its eigenvalues,9 see for example Strang (1998), hence 

p p p p 

Lvar(Xi ) = LiTii = LAi = Lvar(Yi). (3.26) 
i=1 i=1 i=1 i=1 

It follows from (3.26) that the proportion of the total variance explained by the ith principal 

component is 

Al + A2 + ... + Ap ' 
(3.27) 

Although p components are required to reproduce the total system variability, a large percentage 

of the variability can sometimes be explained by a small number of components, say k. In this 

casp t h(' first k components can replace the original p variables as they contain almost as much 

information. 

The original variables can be expressed as a linear combination of the principal components: a 

8 All symmetric matrices can be diagonalised and will have real eigenvalues and orthogonal eigenvectors, see 

for example Strang (1998). 
9This number is called the trace of the matrix. 
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particular observation, x = [Xl, X2, ... , Xp] , of the random vector X = [Xl, X 2, ... , Xp] can be 

expressed as 

p 

x=Lojej. 
j=l 

The a's are called the principal component 'scores'. 

(3.28) 

PCA can also be interpreted geometrically. By viewing the observations of the random vec

tor X = [Xl ,X2, ... ,Xp] as m points in p-dimensional space, PCA can be interpreted as a 

rotation of the original dataset to a new coordinate system where the new axes represent the 

orthogonal directions of maximum variability. In this context the scores are the representation 

of the original data in terms of this new coordinate system. Replacing the original data with the 

first k principal components is equivalent to projecting the original data onto the k-dimensional 

hyperplane that best approximates the data. 

A PCA of historical yield curve datalO can be used to determine the main types of yield curve 

shift that ()("CllITCd over the pcriocl. Fignre :{.l below shows t 11<' coefficient vectors of the first 

three components of a PCA of historical South African forward curve data for the period 30 

June 2003 to 30 June 2006. 11 The principal components are calculated from the covariance 

matrix of the forward curve shifts. Construction of the forward curves and PCA is discussed 

further in Chapter 5. 

As mentioned in Chapter 1, most movement in the yield curve can usually be described by three 

main types of shifts. In other words, most of the curve volatility can be explained by the first 

three principal components. For the components shown in Figure 3.1, the first three components 

explain approximately 90.2% of the curve volatility. Usually the first three principal components 

can be interpreted as level shifts, slope changes and curvature changes. 

The first component is called a level shift smce it describes a shift that is usually close to 

parallel. In other words level shifts cause the curve to move in the same direction across all 

maturities. For the components shown in Figure 3.1, a positive level shift implies that the entire 

curve shifts upwards while a negative level shift implies the entire curve moves downwards. 

Slope changes, which are defined by the second component, represent a steepening or flattening 

of the curve. Slope changes cause short-dated and long-dated rates to move in opposite direc

tions. For the components shown in Figure 3.1, a positive slope change represents a steepening 

10 Specifically, a history of discrete approximations to the historical yield curve shifts, where for each date the 

curve is approximated by a vector of interest rates corresponding to a common term vector. 
llThe principal components were calculated using curves with a monthly term vector. However, to highlight 

the discrete nature of the coefficient vector only every third point is plotted. 
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Chapter 4 

The model 

The model that we propose to implement in the South African market was developed by Gom

bani et al. (2005). They derive an arbitrage free pricing system to price illiquid bonds that is 

consistent with the observed prices of a finite number of liquidly traded bonds. The model is 

derived in two stages called the underlying and perturbed models. 

Tlw underlyin!!; modd defines the tlH'ordical arbitra!!;c frec term strllctlln~. It is assullled to 

be a multi-factoL affine HJ1I type model, like (3.20). where the stochastic factors satisfy a 

linear diffusion equation. As a result of the affine nature of the model, the term structure at 

each point in timf' is df'termined by the statc Vf'ctor defined by the stochastic factors. 

Since the initial forward rate curve is an input to an HJ~I type model, the theoretical prices 

implied by the underlying model at time t = 0 will correspond to the observed prices.1 This is 

however generally not the case at times after t = O. Given the prices of as many zero-coupon 

bonds as there are stochastic factors (in our case three), the value of the state vector can be 

reconstructed such that the prices of these zero-coupon bonds correspond with the prices im

plied by the underlying model. The prices implied by the underlying model for other bonds will 

however generally not correspond exactly to the current observed term structure. 

Gombani et al. (2005) argue that the differences between the model and market prices should 

be interpreted as unobserved errors. They justify this setup on the basis that uncertainty is 

introduced by various factors such as model misspecification, liquidity constraints and bid-offer 

spreads a.s well as the fact that since the term strnctnre is actually infinite dimensional there 

will always be some residual error when using a finite dimensional model, see Gombani and 

Runggaldier (2001). 

The, second stage of the process, the perturbed model, models the prices of the observed bonds 

1 Provided that the instrument being priced is valued correctly by the initial forward rate curve. 
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as their theoretical values distorted by noise. The available information is assumed to be the 

prices of II liquid zero-coupon bonds and the perturbed model is formed by adding an extra 

factor of dimension N to model the extra uncertainty associated with each of the observed prices. 

By defining an extended state vector, the perturbed model can be written in the same form 

as tIl(' llnd~rlying model but for the perturbed modd the ,wailablc information is insuffici~nt to 

reconstruct the extended state vector. Stochastic filtering techniques, in particular the Kalman 

filter.. are used to estimate the extended state vector. 

4.1 The underlying model 

The underlying model defines the theoretical arbitrage free term structure. As described in 

Gombani et al. (2005) the underlying model is assumed to be a multi-factor affine HJI'vI type 

model where interest rates and bond prices are functions of 11 abstract factors. 

Given a filtered probability space (0, §, §t, Q), the abstract factors, x(t), are assumed to satisfy 

an n-dimensional linear diffusion equation of the fonn2 

{ 
dx(t) _= A(t)x(t)dt + B(t)d1V(t) 

x(O) - 0, 
( 4.1) 

where A(t) and B(t) are n x 11 matrix valued functions3 and W(t) is an n-dimensional Wiener 

process. The instantaneous forward rates are defined by 

f(t, T) = C(t, T)x(t) + G(t. T). (4.2) 

where C(t, T) is an n-dimensional vector valued function and G(t. T) is a scalar function. Both 

C(t, T) and G(t, T) are assumed to be differentiable with respect to t. 

From this point forwards, we are going to consider a three-factor model. As discussed in Section 

3.5 three factors are usually sufficient to explain most of the volatility of the term structure. A 

pleasing feature of the perturbed model is that there is a closed form solution for bond pricing 

which is not the case for a general HJM model. Thus three factors do not significantly compli

cate pricing. 

2Gombani et al. (2005) show that the assumption that .1'(0) = 0 is not restrictive. 
3The matrix functions A(t) and B(t) are required to be locally bounded. Also A(t) and A(.s) are required to 

commute for all s, t > 0, see Gombani et al. (2005). V,"e will later assume that A and B are constant matrices 

which therefore trivially satisfy these regularity conditions. 
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It is possible to write the underlying model in the usual HJ:\I form. Differentiating (4.2) with 

respect to t gives 

df(t, T) = [Ct(t, T)x(t) + C(t, T)A(t)x(t) + Gt(t, T)] elt + C(t, T)B(t)dW(t), (4.3) 

where Ct (t, T) and Gt (t, T) denote derivatives of C (t, T) and G (t, T) with respect to t. Com

paring (4.3) with (3.18) shows that the underlying model is a three-factor HJ:\I model with drift 

coefficient 

a(t, T) = Ct(t, T)x(t) + C(t, T)A(t)x(t) + Gt(t, T), ( 4.4) 

and diffusion coefficient 

rJ(t, T) = C(t, T)B(t). (4.5) 

In the general HJ:\I framework, (J (and hence i1') may depend on previous values of the forward 

rates. In this case however, (J and (l are deterministic functions of t and T. A deterministic 

volatility structure results in a so called Gaussian HJ:\I model. "Cnder a Gaussian HJM model, 

forward rates are normally distributed. 4 

The functions C(t, T) and G(t, T) cannot be chosen arbitrarily - using the HJr-.l drift condi

tion (3.19) Gombani et al. (2005) show that C(t, T) and G(L T) must satisfy the following 

conditions: 

C(t, T) = C(T)eftT A(s)ds. (4.6) 

where C(T) = C(T, T) is a locally bounded function, and 

lit G(t, T) = j*(0, T) + - )T(S. T)ds. 
2 0 

(4.7) 

where 1*(0, T) are the observed forward rates at time zero, )y(t, T) denotes the derivative of 

(3(t. T) with respect to T and (3(t, T) is given by 

(3(t, T) = lilT C(t, U)B(t)duI1

2 

(4.8) 

Equations (4.6) to (4.8) show that functions chosen for r, A(t), B(t) and C(T) determine the 

functions C(t, T) and G(t, T). 

From here onwards we assume that A(t) = A, B(t) = Band C(T) = C are constant ma

trices. In this case equation (4.6), the condition on C (t, T), simplifies to 

(4.9) 

4General Gaussian HJl\l models are discussed in Section 13.3 of l\lusiela and Rutkowski (1997). 
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Choosing A(t) = A, B(t) = Band C(T) = C to be constant results in stationary volatility: 

~otillg (4.9), the diffusion ("()dfici(~llt (4.fl) call 1)(' \\TittCll ill the form5 

CJ(t, T) CeA(T~tl B 

[ CJl(T - t) CJ2(T - t) CJ3(T - t) ] . 

(4.10) 

Thus volatility is stationary since CJ(t, T) is only a function of time to maturity, T - t. 

If we further assume that A is invertible then there is a closed form solution for G(t, T): 6 

G(t.T) = f*(O,T) + ~ {llcA~leATBI12 _IICA~leA(T~tlBI12} 

+CA-l [eA(T~tl - eAT] BBIAI-lC' . 

(4.11 ) 

4.1.1 Solving for x(t) 

Assuming that at time t, we have exactly three observed bond prices, we can, in general, de

termine the state vector x(t): If y(t, T) = It f(t, s)ds is the time t, time-weighted yield of the 

zero-coupon bond maturing at time T then from (3.7), (4.2) and (4.9) we have 

y(t, T) = iT C(s)cA(s-tlds x(t) + iT G(t, s)ds. 

If the observed bonds have maturities Tl < T2 < T3, we can write 

r 
Xdt)] r .ftl G(t, s)ds 1 

= H(t) X2(t) + It~2 G(t, s)ds 

X3(t) It 3 G(t, s)ds 

( 4.12) 

where H(t) denotes the 3 x 3 matrix 

5If we were consideriug the oue-factor case, defiuing (J = C Band (1 = ~ A would reduce (4.10) to 

(J(t, t) = (Je -a(T-t), 

which is the volatility structure required to recast the Hull-\\'hite (extended Vasicek) model in the HJM framework, 

see Bjork (1998). 
6See Gombani et al. (2005), Bjork and Gombani (1999). 
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The factors can be reconstructed from the observed bond prices if (4.12) can be solved for x( t) 

which can be done provided that H(t) is invertible. The factors x(t) are said to be observable 

as their values can be reconstructed from the available information. 

4.2 The perturbed model 

In practice the underlying model described above should give a reasonable description of the 

long-term, time series features of the term structure. However at times t > 0 it is likely that the 

11ll(iPrlying modd will !lot fit all the observc(i In'iccs exact l~'. 7 Section 4.1.1 shows that at times 

t > 0 the underlying model can only be fitted exactly to three zero-coupon bond prices. 

Gombani et al. (200.')) argue that the differences between the modd and actnal prices should b<: 

interpreted as unobserved errors and that the prices of the observed bonds should be modelled 

as the theoretical values implied by the underlying model perturbed by noise. 

Assuming that there are N observed bonds, the underlying model is extended to the perturbed 

model by adding an extra factor, ~(t), of dimension N to model the extra uncertainty associated 

with each of the observed prices. 

For the perturbed model the available information, which is assumed to be the prices of the 

observed liquid bonds, is insufficient to reconstruct the factors exactly. Stochastic filtering tech

niques, in particular the Kalman filter, ('an be used to estimate the factors. 

The perturbed model is defined as follows: 

Assume that the maturities of the observed zero-coupon bond prices are T1 , ... , TN. Then 

the perturbed version of (4.2) is given by 

dx(t) 

d~(t) 

1(t, T) 

Ax(t)dt + BdW(t) 

At,(t)~(t)dt + Bt, (t)dWt, (t) 

C(t, T)x(t) + C((t, T)~(t) + C(t. T) (t < T). 

( 4.13) 

(4.14) 

(4.15 ) 

where Wt,(t) is an N-dimensional Wiener process that is independent of W, x(O) = 0 and 

~(O) = O. For fixed T, the function Ct,(t. T) is an N-dimensional row vector of locally bounded 

functions. The function C(t, T) is assumed to be differentiable with respect to t. 

7Since the model is fitted to the initial term structure, at time t = 0 the prices implied by the underlying 

model of any instruments that are priced correctly by the initial forward curve will correspond to the observed 

prices. 
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The components of dt), namely ~i(t), 

ated with each of the observed bonds. 

1, ... ,N represent the extra uncertainty associ-

By defining an extended state vector 

x(t) = [ x(t) l , 
~(t) J 

the perturbed system can be written in the same form as the underlying model: 

with 

dx(t) 

j(t, T) 

A(t) 

B(t) 

C(t, T) 

TV(t) 

A(t)x(t) + B(t)dlV(t). 

C(t, T)x(t) + G(t, T), 

[~ 

[ ~ 

o ]. 
Ai;(t) 

] 

[ 
W(t) ] 
H't;(t) . 

( 4.16) 

( 4.17) 

(4.18) 

The functions C(t, T) and G(t. T) have to satisfy similar no-arbitrage restrictions to C(t, T) and 

G(t, T), see Gombani et al. (2005). In particular 

C(t, T) = C(T)eft A(s)ds. (4.19) 

where C(T) is a locally bounded function, and 

with 

G(t, T) = j*(O, T) + ~ t ,3T(S. T)ds, 
2 io 

(4.20) 

(4.21) 

Typically one would recalibrate the underlying model on a daily basis to deal with the fact that, 

at times after the model has been calibrated, the prices implied by the model do not correspond 

with the prices observed in the market. The perturbed model is an improvement on the under

lying model in the sense that recalibration to the market is built into the model. Essentially 

the extended state vector ensures that the prices of the liquid bonds given by the perturbed 

model will be consistent with the market prices and the prices of illiquid bonds implied by the 

perturbed model will be arbitrage free with respect to the market prices of the liquid bonds. 
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4.2.1 Choice of parameters 

From here onwards we focus on a particular choice of parameters that results in a model similar 

to the one considered in an earlier paper by Gombani and Runggaldier (2001). Specifically we 

look at the case where 

( 4.22) 

where b is a scalar and \:(Ti~l,Til (T) denotes the indicator function. 8 

This choice of parameters equates to adding a perturbation driven bv the Wiener process wj(t) 
" ~ 

for each of the observed bonds p(t,~) where the ith perturbation, e(t), only affects the prices 

of bonds with maturities less than or equal to Ti . This can be illustrated as follows: 

Suppose that for the bond p(t, T), T is in the interval (Tk-1. TkJ with 1 < k < N. If At:, 

BE, and C~(T) are chosen according to (4.22) then (4.14) becomes 

d~(t) = bdWE,(t). (4.23) 

and (4.19) simplifies to 

C(t, T) = [C(t, T), CE,(T)J (4.24) 

and (4.20) silllplifies to 

G (t T) = G (t T) + b2 --1 
{ 

(T Tk ) t if t:s; Tk-1 

, , -~(Tk_1)2 + Tt - ~t2 if t > Tk-1, 
(4.25) 

where G(t, T) is given by (4.11). (See Appendix A for derivations of (4.24) and (4.25).) 

From (3.7) and (4.15), the price at time t of a bond maturing at time T is given by 

T -f5(t, T) = e- It C(t,S)X(t)+CI;(s)E,(t)+G(t,s)ds, (4.26) 

where from (4.16), (4.18) and (4.24) 

CE,(s)~(t) = Cl(s)e(t) + ... + Ct(s)~N(t). ( 4.27) 

If T:S; Ti- 1 then Ck(s) = \:(Ti~l,Td(s) = 0 for all t :s; s :s; T. Therefore since T E (Tk-1,Tk], 

Ck(.s)~i(t) = 0 for i > k and it follows that the values of ~k+1(t), ... ,e"'(t) hav~ no ~ff~ct on 

f5(t, T). 

8 The indicator function, X(Ti_1,T,] ('T) is defined by 

{
I if T E (Ti~l' T,] 

X(T,_l,T,](T)= 0 otherwise. 
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4.2.2 Summary of the perturbed model 

For the choice of parameters discussed above, the perturbed model can be summarised as follows: 

where 

and 

C(t, T) 

q(T) 

G(t, T) 

G(t, T) 

4.2.3 Estimating i(t) 

dx(t) 

.i(t, T) 

x(t) 

A 

B 

C(t. T) 

eA(T-t) • 

>((Ti-1,Ti ]· 

Ax(t) + BdTIT(t), 

C(t, T).i(t) + G(t, T) . 

[ 
x( t) ]. 
~(t) . 

[ C(t, T) Ct;(T)]. 

[ 
W(t) 1 
Wt;(t) 

( ) 
2 { (T - Tk-l) t if t <:; Tk-l 

G t, T + b I 2 I 2 
-2(Tk-d + Tt - 2t if t > Tk-l: 

1*(0, T) + ~ {IIC A -lcAT nl1 2 -Ilc A -lcA(T-t) n112} 

+CA- I [eA(T-t) _ eAT] BB'A'-IC' . 

(4.28) 

(4.29) 

For the perturbed model the dimension of the extended state vector x(t) is 3 + N, the sum 

of the dimension of x(t) and the number of observed bonds. This means trying to determine 

x(t) using the method of Section 4.1.1 results in a system of N equations in 3 + N unknowns. 

Consequently, the matrix H(t) is not invertible. This implies that it is not possible to solve the 

equation for x(t), or in other words the extended state vector is not observable. Gombani et 

al. (2005) therefore resort to Kalman filtering. a stochastic filtering technique, to estimate the 

state vector at each point in time. The Kalman filter is discussed in Section 4.3.2. 
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4.3 The 'projected price system' 

The perturbed model can be used to derived a formula for zero-coupon bond prices that are 

arbitrage free with respect to the observed bond prices. Gombani et al. (2005) call the term 

structure implied by this formula the 'projected price system'. 

Gombani et al. (2005) derive the 'projected price system' in three steps. Firstly they use the 

usual martingale measure method to define a pricing system using a particular observed bond as 

the numeraire. (For details on martingale measure pricing and numeraires see for example Bjork 

(1998).) They then show that it is possible to extend this formula to the general case where the 

numeraire is unobservable. Lastly they show that by choosing the unobserved money-market 

account as the numeraire, computing the projected system reduces to computing the conditional 

mean and covariances of the extended state vector :r(t) which can be done using the Kalman 

filter. 

\Ve follow the notation of Gombani et al. (2005) and define martingale measure pricing a::; 

follows: 

Definition 4.1 For a numeraire N(T) with martingale measure Q on a filtration 5't, the price 

system defined by the triple (Q, N 5') for the 5'T-measurable claim X is 

[ 
X(T) I ] IIt,T(X) = N(t)JEQ N(T) 5't , ( 4.30) 

where IIt,T(X) denotes the price at time t of the claim X that matures at time T. In particular, 

for the observed bond prices one then has 

(4.31) 

o 

Usually the money-market account is chosen as the numeraire. In this case however, Gombani 

et al. (2005) choose the numeraire to be the normalised price of the bond with longest maturity,9 

~((~'~~j. It follows from Definition 4.1 that under the corresponding martingale measure QN, 
P , ,i'" 

As noted in Section 4.2.3 above, the factors of the perturbed model are unobservable as they 

cannot be reconstructed from the observed bond prices. This corresponds to only having partial 

information available. The partial information available from the observed bond prices corre

sponds to a sub-filtration, denoted!i, of the model filtration 5'. Assuming that the information 

9This choice is for convenience; the same results are achieved if the numeraire is defined using any of the other 

observed bond prices as ~((~,~,)) and the corresponding martingale measure Qi is used to take expectations. 
p , , 
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available at time t is given by !it, Gombani et al. (2005) define the 'projected price system' as 

follows: 10 

Definition 4.2 The 'projected price system' is denoted by jJ(t, T) and is given by 

jJ(t,T) = p(LTN)"'E
QN [P(T~TN) 1 !it] fort:s; T:S; TN. (4.32) 

o 

Since j5(t. TN) E !it, the projected prices, ii(t, T), are !i-adapted processes. Also, since ?(~t:;!) 
PI]''' 

is a (QN, !i)-martingale 'IT :s; TN the 'projected price system' is arbitrage free. 

The aboye definition requires the llullleraire to be observable (!it-measurable). Gombani et 

al. (200.5) prove the follm':ing proposition which extends the definition of the 'projected price 

system' to the general case where the numeraire is not observed. 

Proposition 4.1 If N(t) is a numemire with corresponding martingale measure Q on § such 

that H(t) tJ- !it. Then, letting 

one has 

p(t, T) - N(t)JE -,- §t . , _' Q [1 ,] 
N(T) 

o 

If the unobserved money-market account AI is chosen as the numeraire, with corresponding 

martingale measure Q, then it follows from Proposition (4.1) that 

jJ(t, T) 

( 4.33) 

From DC'finition 4.1 

p~, T) = JEQ [---1-1.7] 1 

M(t) M(T) t 
(4.34) 

laThe concept of consistent price systems for sub-filtrations is derived in a general setting in Gombani , laschke 

and Runggaldier (2004). 
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therefore 

EQ [EQ [JfI~T) 1 §T] 1 fft ] 

EQ [ __ -1-1 fft] since fft C §t. 
M(T) 

(4.35) 

Substituting the above equation into (4.33) gives 

EQ [P(t,T) Iff] 
'(t T) = Ai(i) t 

P , [ 1 I '] EQ l\f(t) §t 

(4.36) 

Equation (4.36) is used as the definition of the projected prices. 

4.3.1 Computation of the projected prices by Kalman filtering 

This section discusses how the projected prices derived in the previous section can be computed. 

Gombani et al. (2005) show that if fft is ckfin<:d as tIl<: filtration gm<:rat<:d by th<: N observed 

bond prices (j5( t, Ti ) )i=1, .. ,N, or equivalently the filtration generated by time-weighted yields, 

(y(t. Ti ))i=1, ... ,N, where 

i·
T 

Y(t. T) = -log (j5(t, T)) = f(t. s)ds, 
. t 

then the pricing formula (4.36) can be written as 

with 

EQ [P(t,T) I §] 
l\f(t) t {' 1 } Q[~1_1 '] =exp -y(t,T)+2 f1 (t,T)+f2(t,T) , 

E l\f(t) §t 

Ji( t, T) 

f1 (t, T) 

EQ [ii(t,T)lfft ] 

varQ [y(t,T)lfft ] 

covQ [y(t, T).1a
t 

j(s. s)dsl fft ] . 

(4.37) 

( 4.38) 

(4.39) 

(4.40) 

(4.41 ) 

From equation (4.38) it is clear that that if the conditional mean and variances (4.39) - (4.41) 

can be calculated then so can the projected prices defined by (4.36). 

Gombani et al. (2005) show that the values of y(t,T). f1(t.T) and f2(t,T) can in fact be 

calculated in terms of the conditional distribution of the extended state vector x(t) given the 

observed bond prices. This conditional distribution corresponds to the solution of a stochas

tic filtering problem where the factors x(t) form the unobservable component of the system. 

Kalman filtering can be used to find this solution. 
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Before discussing the Kalman filter some notation needs to be introduced. From (4.1.5) and 

(4.37) with C(t.) = C(t. t) and G(t) = G(t, t), the yield dynamics can be written in the form 

df;(tT) = -J(t.t)dt+ iT dJ(t.s)ds 

-C(t)x(t)dt - G(t)dt + (IT C(t. S)dSB) d11'(t) + (IT Gt(t. S)dS) dt. 

(4.42) 

To simplify notation z(t) is defined as 

z(t) = 

giving 

C(t) 

dz(t) = -
C(t) 

C(t) 

f;(t, Td - Itl G(t, s)ds 

iJ(t, T2) - It2 G(t. s)ds 

T - -
It I C(t, s)dsB 

T - -

x(t)dt + 
It 2C(t,s)dsB 

Tv - -It, C(t. s)dsB 

( 4.43) 

d11~(t). (4.44) 

By defining Ce (t) and V (t) as the terms in the first and second brackets in (4.44) respectively, 

the partially observed system can be written in the form 

{ 
dx(t) = Ax(t)dt + BdU~(t) 
dz(t) = Ce(t)x(t)dt + V(t)d11'(t). 

(4.45) 

The system is partially observable since the value of z(t) can be calculated from the observed 

bond prices using (4.43) but, as discussed in Section 4.2.3, the value of x(t) cannot. 

The sub-filtration generated by the observed bond prices can be defined as 

§t = O"{z(s), s:s: t}, ( 4.46) 

since the information provided by p(t, T) and z(t) is the same. 

4.3.2 The Kalman filter 

The Kalman filter is an algorithm for determining the optimal estimate of the unobservable com

ponent of a partially observable stochastic system like (4.45).11 The Kalman filter was initially 

lIThe Kalman filter can in fact be applied in a more general case where an extra component of uncertainty 

is introduced when measuring the observable component, see for example Grewal and Andrews (2001) (discrete 

time case) or Lipster and Shiryayev (1977) (continuous time case). 
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derived in discrete time in an engineering setting. 12 See Kalman (1960). The continuous time 

\'ersion of the filter that can be used to estimate i(t) is often referred to as the Kalman-Bucy 

filter. 

The optimal estimate of i(t) given by the filter is the expected value of i(t) conditional on 

the filtration grneratro by the observro bono prices. It ran be shown. sre for rxample Lipster 

and Shiryayev (1977), that the estimate is optimal with respect to any quadratic function of the 

estimation error. 

The Kalman-Bucy filter provides a complete statistical characterisation of the state of the sys

tem at any point in time in the sense that at any point in time it provides the conditional 

distribution of the component being estimated and continually updated this distribution based 

on the available information. The conditional distribution is Gaussian and thus is determined 

by its mean and variance. The conditional mean (required to calculate y(t, T)) is propagated in 

feedback form by a system of linear differential equations. The corresponding covariance matrix 

(required to calculate r 1 (t. T) and r2 (t, T)) is propagated by a nonlinear differential equation. 

The Kalman-Bucy method yields a closed system of equations for the estimate that has a unique 

continuous solution. 

For simplicity the specific case of the Kalman-Bucy filter presented in Gombani et a1. (2005) is 

reproduced below. The general version of this proposition is derived in Lipster and Shiryayev 

(1977). 

Proposition 4.2 Let the system (i(t), z(t)) satisfy (4.45) and §t be given by (4.46). Then the 

conditional distribution of i(t), given §t, is Gaussian with mean 

( 4.47) 

and covariance matrix 

( 4.48) 

which is deterministic 

P(t) = JEIQ [(i(t) - x(t)) (i(t) - i(t))'] . ( 4.49) 

Assuming that the matrix 

D(t) = [V(t)V(f)'ll/2 ( 4.50) 

12Th(' principal 11ses o[ the Kalman filLer havr~ heen in h('en in vehicl(' tracking, and navigatjon. In [acL, one 

of the first applications of the filter was in the design of the navigation system for KASA's Apollo project, the 

manned mission to the moon, see l\1cGee and Schmidt (198.'l). Recently the Kalman filter has heen applied to 

various problems in finance. See Gombani and Runggaldier (2001) and references therein. 
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is invertible, the conditional mean has dynamics 

dx(t) = Ax(t)dt + Bdu,(t), 

with .f(O) = 0, 

B(t) = (BV(t)' + P(t)Ce(t)/) [D(t)/j-l 

and U!(t) is the innovations process 

dw(t) = D(t)-l [d':(t) - Ce(t)x(t)dt]. 

Furthermore, P(t) is the solution of the differential Riccati equation 

df>(t) 
dt 

AJ>(t) + f>(t)A' - [BV'(t) + f>(t)C~(t)] (D(t)D/(t)r 1 
x 

[BV(t)' + f>(t)C~(t)]' + 1313/ 

with initial condition f>(0) = o. 

(4.51) 

(4.52) 

(4.53) 

(4.54) 

o 

Integrating (4.54) is computationally intensive however, since (4.54) is deterministic its values 

can be precomputed. Two methods for integrating the DRE are given in Section 5.4. 

Proposition 4.2 provides a way to calculate the conditional mean, variance and covariance of 

y(t. T). Gombani et al. (2005) show that y(t, T), fdt, T), and f2(t. T) are given by 

fj(t, T) = JEQ [1](t, T)I fft ] = Jt CU, s)dsx(t) + itT G(t, s)ds 

f 2 (t, T) = covQ [J; j(s, s)ds, f}(t, T) I fft] = (I; C(s, s)P(s)eA(t-S)ds) (ItT C/(t, s)ds) . 

( 4.55) 

Substituting fj(t, T), fl(t, T) and fl(t, T) as above into (4.38) it follows that the projected prices 

jJ( L T) are given by 

jJ(t, T) exp {[-CiT C(t, S)dS) x(t) -iT G(t. S)dS] 

+ [~(iT C(LS)dS) f>(t) (iT C'(t,S)dS)] 

+ [(fat C(s,s)p(s)eA(t-S)) (iT C/(t.S)dS)]}. 
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4.4 Pricing options 

Formulas for pricing European options on zero-coupon and coupon bearing bonds in Gaussian 

HJ~I models have been derived by several authors. Below we apply the formulas presented 

in :"Iusiela and Rutkowski (1997) to the perturbed model. Both option pricing formulas are 

formulated in terms of the zero-coupon bond price volatilities, denoted by S(t, T). 

It can be shown, see for example Bjork (1998), that if forward rates are specified by (3.18) 

then the zero-coupon bond dynamics (under the martingale measure) are given by 

dp(t, T) = p(t, T) {r(t)dt + S(t, T)dW(t)} , (4.57) 

where 

S(t, T) = -iT CJ(t, s)ds. ( 4.58) 

From (4.28), it follows using similar arguments to Section 4.1, that for the perturbed model the 

diffusion coefficient of the forward rate process is given by 

CJ(t, T) = C(t, T)B. (4.59) 

Therefore from (4.58) the zero-coupon bond price volatilities under the perturbed model are 

given by 

S(t, T) = -iT C(t, s)Bds. (4.60) 

The value of a European option on a zero-coupon bond is given by Proposition 4.3 below. 

Proposition 4.3 Options on zero-coupon bonds The price at time t E [0, T] of a European 

call option with expiry T and strike price K on a zero-coupon bond which matures at time U :::. T 

is given by 

C t = p(t, U)N(hl(p(t, U), t, T)) - Kp(t, T)N(h2(p(t. U), t. T)). (4.61) 

where N(-) is the cumulative probability distribution for the standard normal distribution, 

. ) _ lnU K) -lnp(t. T) ± ~ub(t. T) 
h1,2( ,t,T - (. ) Vu t.T 

( 4.62) 

and 

(4.63) 

D 
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The value of a European call option on a coupon bearing bond with cash flows Cj occurring at 

times Tj for j = L ... , m is given by Proposition 4.4 below. 

Proposition 4.4 Options on coupon bonds The price at time t :S T of a European call 

option with expiry T :S T1 and strike price K on a coupon bearing bond is given by13 

where 

forj=L ... ,m. 

m 

Ct = L,p (t, Tj ) 1i - Kp(t, T)12, 
j=l 

1i = lID {f cgp (t, T£) e(th'tJ- ~L'£f > Kp(t, T)} 

£=1 

12 = lID {f c£P (t, Tt ) e(t-~L'te > Kp(t. T)} 
£=1 

(4.64) 

(4.65) 

(4.66) 

where ((1, ... ,(m) is a random variable that has a Gaussian distribution under lID with mean zero 

and covariance given by 

cov((g, (m) = U£j = iT I (s. T£. T) " (s. T j , T) ds 

for j. £ = L .... m where I (s, Tg. T) = 8 (s, Tt) - S (s, T) . 

(4.67) 

o 

13 Any coupons that will be paid during the life of the option are known at the trade date and therefore will not 

affect the option price. Therefore in the case where the underlying bond pays coupons before T, these coupons 

can be excluded. This is consistent with Black's model which is formulated in terms of the forward bond price 

and therefore excludes any coupons paid during the life of the option. (The formula for Black's model is given 

in Appendix C.) The probabilities in (4.65) and (4.66) have to be estimated numerically - by vectorising the 

code, a i\[Ollle Carlo type silllulation can be dOlle relatively efficiently in '·"fATLA R using the fUllctiOlIS mvnmd 

or lhsnorm. 
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Chapter 5 

Implementation in the South African 

Market 

This chapter discusses the implementation of the underlying and perturbed models in the local 

market. In particular we discuss yield curve construction, calibration of the underlying model 

using peA, calibration of the perturbed model to a benchmark option price and two numerical 

techniques for integrating the DRE (4.54). 

In generaL a model can be calibrated in two broad ways, either by using some type of sta

tistical technique to calibrate the model parameters to historical data or by implying the models 

parameters from the current market prices of liquidly traded derivatives. The simplest analogy 

for the difference between the two approaches is the difference between using historical or im

plied volatilities for Black-Scholes pricing. 

Given the functional form of the underlying volatilities specified by (4.10), the function pa

rameters can either be estimated from a time series of historical forward rates or calibrated to 

observed market volatilities. As a result of the lack of liquidity in the option market, South 

African implied volatility data is either unavailable or unreliable. We therefore choose to esti

mate the historical volatilities and use these volatilities to determine the parameters A, Band 

C. Although this means that the option prices implied by the underlying model are not nec

essarily going to correspond with the observed market prices, the calibration of the underlying 

model is intended to capture the general form of the bond market volatility. This does not seem 

unreasonable since we will show that the perturbed model can be fitted to one option price. As 

mentioned in Section 2.3 the South African bond option market essentially derives prices from 

one liquid option price. 

Since the yield curves form an input into the calibration process we will discuss their con

struction first. Various curves are needed to implement the two models: the underlying model 
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is calibrated using a peA of historical forward curves, an initial forward curve is required for 

both models and daily zero curves are required for updating the perturbed model. We will 

use 'best decency' type curves to calibrate the underlying model. We are thus assuming that 

'best decency' curves are the best representation of the 'true' yield curve dynamics and that the 

'perfect fit' cun"es are obtained after an error adjustment. 

The initial forward curve and daily zero curves need to be 'perfect fit' cun"es. Since it makes 

more sense to discuss the construction of 'perfect fit' cun"es before discussing the construction of 

'best decency' curves we will discuss the construction of 'perfect fit' cun"es first and then show 

how a constraint can be relaxed to obtain 'best decency' curves. The details of the calibration 

of the underlying and perturbed models are then discussed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 respectively. 

5.1 Yield curve construction 

Forward and zero curves are needed but market information is obtained in the form of coupon 

bearing government bonds. The relevant curves therefore have to be constructed from the yields 

of these bonds. Although the zero curves published by BESA are derived by constructing in

stantaneous forward curves (Etheredge 2003), these forward curves are not published. One 

possibility for obtaining forward curves would be to use some sort of interpolation technique to 

work back to instantaneous forward curves from the published discrete zero curves, but this is 

not ideal since there is a loss of information due to the repeated interpolation. Also, since for 

the perturbed model, we want curves constructed only from the most liquid bonds, we may not 

necessarily want the same input set used by BESA. \Ve therefore construct our own curves. We 

begin with a discussion of the selection of input instruments. 

5.1.1 Instrument selection 

To determine the liquid bonds we use the same liquidity measure used in the BEASSA Total 

Return Indices selection process, namely the twelve month average value traded, see BESA, 

ASSA (2000).1 Figure 5.1 below shows twelve month average value traded for the government 

bonds that satisfy the Index selection requirements. 2 

lThe trades included in the averaging process are standard turnover and option exercises. Both legs of 

repurchase (repo) trades are excluded. The value traded is defined to be the clean consideration of each trade. 

For bonds that have been in issue for less than a year, the averaging is done over the months that the bond has 

been in issue. The initial issuance is not included in the calculation, see BESA, ASSA (2000). (Data: 'Detailed 

turnover' spreadsheets published by the Bond Exchange of South Africa, available from www.bondexchange.co.za) 
2To be eligible for selectioll a bOlld IllUst pay fixed sellli-allllUaJ COUPOllS alld is also required to have a tcrlll to 

maturity of greater than 1 year for the entire period that the selection is being made. The unlabeled black lines 

show the other government bonds that are or were in issue namely the R201, R124, R126, R133, R151, R152, 

Rl77, R184, R203, R204, R206 and R207. 
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Figure 3.1: Averur~ momhly I.mno,,"r of Sonth Airichll gowrnment bond, 
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Our curve construction methodology is similar to Etheredge (2003). Like Etheredge the con

struction of both the 'perfect fit' and 'best decency' type curves is done in two steps. Firstly 

quadratic forwards are used to generate a discrete approximation to the forward curve at the 

points corresponding to the cash flows of the input instruments. An interpolation technique is 

then used to generate a continuous instantaneous forward curve and corresponding zero curve. 

5.1.2 Constructing 'perfect fit' curves 

We require that the initial forward curve and the zero curves used to update the perturbed 

model price the input bonds exactly. The instantaneous forward curve, f(t, T), is said to price 

a bond exactly if the present values of the bond's individual cash flows, discounted at the zero 

rates determined by f(t, T), sum to the bond's market price. 

In the South African market bonds trade on yield-to-maturity not on price. It is however 

possible to associate a unique market price with a given yield using the BESA bond pricing 

formula, see BESA (2005). We denote the market (all-in) price of a bond trading at a yield-to

maturity of y at time t by A(t,y).4 

Assuming that a bond with market price A (t, y) has cash flows ['1 .... ,Ck occurring at times 

T1 , ... : Tk. The forward curve, f (t, T), is said to price the bond exactly if 

k T 

A (t, y) = L cje- It J f(t,s)ds. (5.1) 
j=l 

The above 'perfect fit' condition (5.1) can be rewritten in terms of discount factors. Recalling 

that given an instantaneous forward curve f (t, T), the corresponding discount factors V (t, T) 

are defined by 

V(t, T) = p(t, T) = e- It f(t,s)ds, 

equation (5.1) can be written as 

k 

A (t. y) = L cjV (t, Tj) . 
j=l 

(5.2) 

(5.3) 

Our first aim is to estimate V(t, T) at discrete points corresponding to the cash flows of the 

input instruments. 

4The R153, R157, R194, R186 and R150 pay coupons semi-annually. Their yields are therefore quoted as 

semi-annual rates. The three and six month treasury bill rates are discount rates. The time I corresponds to a 

settlement date. In the South African market standard settlement is ·t+3·, that is, trades settle three business 

days after they were traded. 
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Let 9 = (91.92, ... ,9p ) denote the set of instruments used as inputs for the curve construction. 

Define the time vcctor T = [t. T1, ... , TN 1, where t denotes the time corresponding to the for-

ward curve date and T1 < T2 < ... < TN is an ordered list of terms corresponding to the cash 

flows of the full set of input instruments. Also define the p x (N + 1) cash flow matrix C as 

follows: 

C _ { - Ai (t, y) 
i(j+1) -

Cij 

for j = 0 and i = 1 .... , p 

for j = 1, .... Nand i = 1 ..... p. 
(5.4) 

where Ai (t. y) is the market price of instrument 9i at time t and Gij is the cash flow correspond

ing to 9i that occurs at time Tj . (If 9i does not have a cash flow corresponding to time Tj then 

Cij = 0.) 

The first step of the curve construction procedure is to use an optimisation technique to search 

for the vector of discount factors that corresponds to the smoothest quadratic approximation to 

the forward curve, subject to the constraint that the input instruments are all priced exactly. 

If we denote the vector that we are searching for by V, where V = [Vo, V 1 , . .. , V N], where 

Vo = V (t. t) and Vj = V (t, Tj ) for j = L ... , N, then the requirement that all the input 

instruments are priced exactly can be expressed in matrix notation by 

CV = O. (5.5) 

In addition to the above 'perfect fit' condition, for V to be a valid discount vector it must also 

satisfy the following constraints: 

• Vo = L 

• Vj > 0 for j = 0 .... , N. 

• V is strictly decreasing, that is Vj > V j - 1 for j = 1, ... , IV. (5.6) 

Quadratic approximation 

For a particular discount vector V = [Vo, V 1 , ... 1 VNL the corresponding quadratic approxima

tion to the instantaneous forward curve is found by fitting parabolas to the zero rates implied 

by consecutive sets of three discount factors and differelltiatillg the fitted curve at the middle 

point. 5 (See Etheredge (2003) for details of the calculations.) 

5The relationship between the discount factors and zero-coupon rates, Y(t,T), is given by 

D(t, T) = e-Y(t.T)(T-t) 
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Using this procedure each discount vector determines a vector of quadratic forward rates. We 

denote this vector by r = [If,···, 1Jv 1 where 1J is the quadratic approximation to the instan

taneous forward rate 1(t, Tj). 

The aim of the optimisation is to find tIl(' dis("Ount ,"ector that corresponds to the smoothest 

forward curve. In a similar way to Etheredge (2003) we use two measures of smoothness. The 

global smoothness measure defined by 

(5.7) 

measures the smoothness of the general shape of the curve. The local smoothness measure 

defined by 

S2 = t (1J - 1J-1 _ 1J-1 - 1J-2 ) 2 

j=3 TJ - TJ - 1 TJ - 1 - TJ - 2 
(5.8) 

measures the change in the slope of the curve between consecutive points. \Ve use the MATLAB 

function for constrained nonlinear optimisation problems, 1mincon, to find the discount vector 

that minimises 

(5.9) 

subject to the 'perfect fit' and discount factor \"alidity constraints discussed above. The dis

count vector corresponding to a bootstrapped zero curve is used as the starting point for the 

optimisation algorithm. 

The minimalist interpolator 

For the discount vector found by the optimisation the corresponding discrete forward rates 

F(t, Tj - 1, Tj ) are given by6 

( 
. _ .) _ In D (t. Tj) - In D (t, Tj -1 ) 

F t, TJ L TJ - T _ T . 
J J-1 

(5.10) 

Since we need forward rates for all maturities T - t we need to interpolate to construct the 

Equating the above equation with (5.2) gives 

}'(t, T)(T - t) = iT f(t. s)ds. 

Differentiating with respect to T gives 

J'(t T) =}"(t T)+(T_t)iJY(f,T) 
" aT ' 

from which it follows that an approximation to the instantaneous forward curve can be found by approximating 
8Y(t.T) 
~. 

6Recall that f(t; 71 , '12) is the continuously compounded forward rate at time t for the period 71 to 72. 
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instantaneous forward curve from the discrete forwards. A comprehensive review of interpola

tion methods used for curve construction is presented in Hagan and \Vest (2005). In this paper, 

Hagan and \Vest note that one of the major problems with many common interpolation schemes 

is that they implicitly assume that the discrete forwards, F( t, T j - 1, T j ), apply only at Tj, the 

right end-point of the interval [Tj -l, Tj ] and not over the entire interval. The minimalist inter

polator is one of two new methods introduced in this paper that correctly interpret the discrete 

forwards as being properties of the whole interval. 

Hagan and \Vest's minimalist interpolator models the instantaneous forward curve by the quadratic 

(5.11) 

for j = 1. .... N, where T = T - t, Tj = T j - t and t f ( T) = f (t. T). 

The interpolated curve must be consistent with the discrete forward rates, this is assured by 

requiring that 

(5.12) 

Integrating (.'i.ll) alld defining hj = Tj - Tj-l the above requirement becomes 

b c 
Fj = Uj + ~ lIj + ; Ii] for j = 1. .... N. (5.13) 

The second constraint ensures that the curve is continuous by requiring that 

(5.14) 

Constraints (5.13) and (5.14) define a system of 2N - 1 equations in 3N unknowns. Most inter

polation techniques impose a further N + 1 constraints by requiring the first or second derivatives 

of (5.11) to be continuous. Instead for this method, Hagan and West (2005) determine the for

ward CUlTC parallletcrs by minimising a pcnalty function which they define to be a weighted 

sum of: 

• the sum of squares of the changes in the first derivati\'es at the points Tl, ... Tn - 1 

(5.15) 

(5.16) 
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• a sum of the second derivatives of j (7) weighted by the length of the interval [7,7j-1] 

j" (7) = 2Ci for 7j -1 s: 7 s: 7j ( 5.17) 

(5.18) 

For w E (0,1) the penalty function is given by7 

n·-1 n 

Pw = w L Jf,j + (1- :.:) L JL· (5.19) 
j=l j=l 

Hagan and \Vest (2005) show that the above constrained minimisation problem can be trans

formed into a system of linear equations using Lagrange multipliers from which the coefficients 

Qj. bj . Cj. j = 1. ... , N can be determined using Gaussian elimination. 

Recalling the zero-coupon rate Y(t, T) = T~t It j(t, s)ds, the zero curve, Y(7) = Y(t, T) cor

responding to j( 7) is given by 

11T Y(7) - j(s)ds 
T a 

The zero curves generated by the above methodology are similar to the 'perfect fit' curves 

published by BESA. Figure 5.2 below shows the forward curve and corresponding zero curve 

constructed for the 30 June 2006.8 The forward curve is shown in black and the corresponding 

zero curve is shown in blue. The BESA 'perfect fit' zero curve is shown in green. 

·Perfect fit' curves constructed in this way are used for the initial forward curves for both models 

and the zero curves used to update the perturbed model. 

5.1.3 Constructing curves for the PCA 

The underlying model is calibrated to observed historical volatility. This is achieved by estimat

ing the matrices A, Band C from (4.10). The three factors are estimated via a PCA of historical 

forward curves. The curves used for the PCA are 'best decency' type curves. Since the parame

terised volatility functions will in any case only approximate the volatility functions implied by 

7The results are sensitive to the choice of w, we use w = 0.8 as suggested by Hagan and \\'est (2005). 
8The inputs instruments for the curve construction were the R194, R153, R157, R186 and the 30 and 60 day 

treasury bills. 
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For the input instruments discussed Section 5.1.1, allowing a mis-pricing of 2 basis points, 

that is c = 0.0002, results in forward curves that yield smooth principal components. Figure 5.3 

shows the monthly forward curves for the period 30 June 2003 to 30 June 2006 that were used 

to generate the components shown in Figure 3.1. 

Figure 5.3: l\Ionthly forward curves (30 June 2003 - 30 June 2006) 

12,-----,-----,------,-----,------,-----,-----,------,-----,-----, 

3L-----~ ____ _L ____ _L ____ ~ ______ L_ ____ L_ ____ ~ ____ _L ____ ~ ____ ~ 

o 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 18 20 
Term to maturity (T-t) 

5.2 Calibrating the underlying model 

We have shown that choosing the underlying model parameters A, Band C to be constant 

matrices results in stationary volatility. We now calibrate the underling model by estimating A, 

B, and C. 

Given a history of forward rate curves it is possible to estimate the volatility functions (J"i(T - t), 

i = 1,2,3, using principal component analysis. Assuming that we have a history of m + 1 in

stantaneous forward rate curves for dates t, t + 6, ... , t + m6, we can approximate the curves 

by the vectors 

f (t, t) 
f(t,t+6) 

f(t. t + p6) 

f(t+6,t+6) 

f(t + 6,1 + 26) 

f(t + 6, t + (1 + p)6) 

f(t+m6.t+m6) 

f(t + m6. t + (m + 1)6) 

f (t + m6, t + (m + p) 6) 

(5.22) 

\Ve used 6 = 1 month, thus our curves were observed monthly and each curve had monthly 
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points. 

The volatility functions can be estimated from a PCA of the historical forward curve shifts 

defined by, 

[j (t + (j + 1) 6., t + (j + 1) 6.) - f (t + j 6., t + j 6. ): /6. 

[j(t + (j + 1)6., t + (j + 2)~) - f(t + j6., t + (j + 1)6.)] /6. 
(5.23) 

[j (t + (j + 1) 6., t + (j + p + 1) ~) - f (t + j 6., t + (j + p) 6. )] /6. 

for j = O. 1, ... , m - l. Specifically the est imate for (Ji (T - t) is given by 

(5.24) 

where Ai and ei are theith eigenvalue and eigenvector of the peA respectively. (See for example 

Wilmott 2000.) The PCA can be performed in ~fATLAB using the function princomp. 

To specify the parameters, A, Band C we then use (4.10) and (5.24) and find matrices that 

minimise 
p 

L II [ (J1 (j6.) (J2(j6.) (J3(j6.)] - CeAJ ..'. Ell· (5.25) 
J=l 

For the estimates of the volatility functions, as given by (5.24), from a PCA of the forward 

curves shown in Figure 3.1, the matrices that minimise (5.25) are: 

A 
l 0.1237 -0.2435 -0.2249] 

-0.0184 0.0090 -0.0601 

0.2205 -0.1526 -0.2281 

r 0.1079 -0.7587 -0.1190 1 
0.3035 0.1307 -0.0568 

-0.0399 -0.5ll0 0.0657 

E 

C [ -0.0694 0.0554 0.1037 ] . 

(5.26) 

The estimates of the volatility functions from the PCA, as given by (5.24), are shown by the 
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• The standard deviation of the logarithm of the bond price at time T is given by I5J(T - t) 

where 15 is the volatility of the forward bond price . 

• The expected value of the bond price at time T is equal to the forward price at time t. 

The forward bond price at time t, denoted A F , is given by 

AF = A(t, y) - I 
1 + rfr x (T - t) . 

(5.27) 

where I is the present value of the coupons that will be paid during the life of the option 

and rfr is the (simple) risk-free rate for the period T - t. 

The formula for Black's model is given in Appendix C. 

The perturbed model is calibrated by finding the value of b for which the option price Im

plied by Proposition 4.64 is equal to the market price of the benchmark option. Table 5.1 below 

shows the details of a benchmark, three month at-the-money call option on the R153 on the 30 

June 2006. 14 

Table 5.1: Three month R153 at-the-money call option details 

Underlying instrument: 

Trade date: 

Trade settlement date: 

Expiry date: 

Expiry settlement date: 

Spot yield: 

Strike yield: 

Implied volatility: 

Risk-free rate: 

Call option premium: 

R153 

30 June 2006 

5 July 2006 

30 September 2006 

5 October 2006 

8.55% 

8.55% 

4.10% 

7.10% 

R 7, 485 per R1 million nominal 

Using the above option price to calibrate the perturbed model implies that 15 

b = 0.0271. (5.28) 

14It is important to note that South African bond options are struck on yield not on price. For European 

options this has no effect, on opt.ion prices. Smit (2000) disc\lsses the effect of the strike conventioll on American 

options, in particular she shows that the effect is dependent on term of the option and the shape of the underlying 

yield curve. 
15Using A, Band C as given by (5.26) as the underlying model parameters and the initial forward curve shown 

in Figure 5.2. 
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5.4 Numerical integration of the differential Riccati equation 

Once we have found estimates for the parameters of the volatility functions 0"1 (T - t), 0"2 (T - t) 

and 0"3 (T - t) pricing essentially reduces to the calculation of P (t), the solution to the DRE 

(4.54). Below we consider two possible methods of direct numerical integration of the DRE.16 

5.4.1 Vectorising the DRE 

The first possibility is to vectorise the DRE and integrate the resulting system of ordinary 

differential equations (ODEs), see Dieci (1992). Specifically. if we denote the element in the ith 

row and jth column of P by Pij for i . .i = L .... n + N then the DRE, (4.54), can be rewritten 

componentwise as the (n + N)2 -vector differential equation 

(5.29) 

where we have set 

(5.30) 

The resulting system of ODEs can then be solved using any numerical integration scheme. 

The explicit Runge-Kutta schemes are the usual choice. (Dieci 1992) We use the MATLAB 

function ode45 which implements the explicit Runge-Kutta(4,5) formula described in Dormand 

and Prince (1980). 

5.4.2 Matrix formulation of the backward differentiation formulas 

For large-scale problems Dieci (1992) argues that implicit numerical integration methods should 

be used. In particular he shows that the matrix formulation of the backward differentiation 

formulas can be used to take advantage of the structure of the DRE .17 In particular the DRE 

reduces to an algebraic Riccati equation (ARE) after discretisation: 

16There are several other possible methods, see for example Benner and l\Iena (2004). 
17 Dieci (1992) considers DREs of the form 

d~;t) = A21(t) + A22 (t)P(t) - P(t)All(t) - P(t)A 12 (t)P(t) 

X(O) = 0 

where All, A 12 , A21 , A22 are matrix valued functions. V,"e can write (4.54) in this form by setting 

All (t) 

A12(t) 

A21 (t) 

A22(t) 

C~ (D(t)D' (I) r 1 
V(t)B' 

C~(t) (D(t)D'(t)) -1 Ce(t) 

Bjj' + iJV(t)' (D(t) D' (t)) -1 qt)iJ' 

-A~l(t). 
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Define 
f (t. P(t)) = d~~t) 
P(O) = 0, 

where d~~t) is given by the differential Riccati equation (DRE) (4c.54). 

The matrix formulation of the BDF applied to (5.32) is (Dieci 1992) 

p-l 

P (tk+l) = L ajP (tk-j) + h/'1f (tk+l' P (tk+l)) . 
j=o 

(5.32) 

(5.33) 

where h is the step size and 1 S p S ;) is the order of the formula. The codficicnt s aj and p for 

the various order methods are given in Table 5.2. 

Table 5.2: Coefficients for the p-step BDF methods 

Ji (1 (10 (11 (]'2 

1 1 1 

2 2 4 1 
3 3 -3 

3 6 18 9 2 
IT IT -IT IT 

4 12 48 36 16 
25 25 -25 25 

5 60 300 300 200 
137 137 -137 137 

Expanding (5.33) gives 

p-l 

P(tk+l) = LajP(tk-j) +hf3f (tk+l,P(tk+l)) 
j=O 

03 (}4 

3 
-2"5 

75 12 
- 137 137 

p-l 

L ajP (fk-j) + hf3 { AP(tk+l) + P(tk+dA - [BV' (tk+d + P(tk+l)C~(tk+d] x 
j=o 

(D(tk+dD'(tk+l))-l [EV(tk+l)' + P(tk+dC~(t)]' + EE'}, 

(5.34) 

Rearranging terms, noting that -P(tk+l) = -~IP(tk+l) - P(tk+d ~I', gives the ARE 
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[BV' (tk+d + r (t.k+l) C~ (tk+l)] h (3 (D (tk+l) D' (tk+d r 1 
x 

[BV' (tk+l) + r (tk+l) C~ (tk+l)], = O. 

(5.35) 

The value of P(tk+d is found by solving the ARE (5.35). This can be done using :'IATLAB's 

care function which solves AREs of the form 

A'XE + E'XA - (E'XB + S) R- 1 (B'XE + S') + Q = O. 

Equation (5.34) can be written in this form by setting 

- 1 - 1 
A' = h(3A - -J =} A = h/3A' - -J 

2 2 
E=J 

B = C~ (tk+d 

S = BV (tk+l) 

R- 1 = hI] (D (t.k+l) D' (tk+d) -1 =} R = ~D (tk+l) D' (tk+l) 
lid 

p-l 

Q = h(3BB' + L Cl:jr (tk-j) . 
j=O 

\Ve implemented both of the above approaches in order to check our solutions. 
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Chapter 6 

Examples 

This chapter focuses on two examples to demonstrate the application of the model to bond 

and option pricing. The first example shows bond prices derived from both the underlying 

and perturbed models and compares these prices with market prices. The second compares the 

prices implied by the perturbed model of options on various government bonds with the prices 

obtained using market conventions. 

6.1 Example 1 

In Section 4.1.1 we discussed the fact that at any point in time the underlying model can be 

fitted to three henchmark zero-coupon bOlld prices. Figure (j.l below shows the daily market 

prices as well as the prices implied by the underlying model of the R153, R157 and R206 for the 

period 30 June 2006 to 30 September 2006 where at each date the underlying model is fitted to 

the 2, 5 and 10 year zero-coupon bond prices. 

The market prices are calculated from the closing yields of the day using the BESA bond 

pricing formula. 1 The underlying model prices are calculated as follows: 

The underlying model is calibrated to the market data for the 30 June 2006 as discussed in 

the previous chapter. Specifically A, Band C are given by (5.26) and the initial forward curve, 

1*(0, T), is assumed to be the 'perfect fit' curve constructed using the RIg..!. R153, R157, R186 

and the 30 and 60 day treasury bills as input instruments shown in Figure 5.2. 

At each time2 t, we use the curve construction method described in Section 5.1 to construct a 

zero curve using the input instruments' current market yields. Equation (4.12) is then used to 

calculate the current value of the underlying model state vector. .1'( t), from the 2, 5 and 10 year 

1 Data: I-Net Bridge. 
2For each trade date, say d, from 30 June 2006 to 30 September 2006, t is the time in years between the 

settlement date for d and the settlement date for 30 June 2006. 
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(time weighted) yields implied by the zero curve. Given the value of x(t), the forward rates for 

any term are determined by (4.2) and the coupon bond prices can be calculated using (3.4) and 

(3.7). 

As expected, fitting the underlying model to the three benchmark yields gi\'es the general di

rection of bond price movements but the prices of the coupon bonds implied by the underlying 

model are not exactly equal to the market prices. 

The sharp drop in the R153 and R157 pnces on 28 August and 12 September respectively 

are a result of the bonds going ex-coupon.3 To eliminate this effect we can rather compare the 

yields implied by the underlying model price with the traded yields. The prices implied by the 

underlying model can be converted back to yields using the BESA bond pricing formula. These 

yields are shown together with the market yields in Figure 6.2 below. 

The underlying model prices (or equivalently implied yields) are highly dependent on the choice 

of the benchmark zero-coupon bonds. As this example is purely illustrative, the 2, 5 and 10 

year zero-coupon bonds were chosen arbitrarily. For this particular choice of zero-coupon bonds 

this choice the average errors in the R153, R157 and R206 yields were 6, 3 and 3 basis points 

respectively. The maximum errors were 9, 6 and 11 basis points respectively. 

3The settlement date for 28 August 2006 is 31 August 2006, the book close date of the R153. The settlement 

date for 12 September 2006 is 15 September 2006, the book close date of the R157. 
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A similar exercise using the perturbed model illustrates the advantage of using the perturbed 

model over the underlying model. 

Figure 6.3 shows daily market prices and prices implied by the perturbed model of the R153, 

R157 and R206 for the period 30 June 2006 to 30 September 2006. The perturbed model prices 

are calculated as follows: 

As for the underlying model the perturbed model is first calibrated to the market data for 

the 30 June 2006 as discussed in the previous section with A, Band C given by (5.26), j*(O, T) 

as shown in Figure 5.2 and b given by (5.28). 

At each time t, the coupon bond prices are given (3.4) with the zero coupon bond prices given 

by the projected price formula (4.36). Essentially all that needs to be determined in order to 

evaluate (4.36) is the current value of x(t) since the value of P(t) and all the integrals are all 

deterministic. (See Appendix B for details on calculating the integral of G(t. T).) 

The current value of f(t) is approximated using Proposition 4.2. Assuming that .f(C) denotes 

the previous value of x at time r, it follows from (4.51) that 

(6.1) 

where 

(6.2) 

from (4.53) and 

6z = z(t) - z(C). (6.3) 

The current value of ::( t) is calculated using (4.43) from the time weighted yields of the liquid 

zero-coupon bonds. These time-weighted yields are determined by a zero curve constructed 

using the current market yields of the input coupon bonds as discussed in Section 5.1.2.4 

Figure 6.3 shows that the input bonds are priced correctly by the perturbed model - the prices 

of the R153 and R157 implied by the perturbed model are consistent with the market prices 

over the whole period. The prices implied by the perturbed model for bonds that were not 

inputs to the curve construction procedure will be arbitrage free with respect to the prices of 

the liquid bonds but will not necessarily correspond with market prices as can be seen from the 

R206 graph. The yields implied by the perturbed model are shown together with the market 

yields in Figure 6.4. 

4The R194, R153, R157 and R186. 
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6.1 Example 2 

\Ve have mentioned the fact that reliable implied bond option volatilities are only available for 

short dated options on one or two benchmark bonds, currently the R153 or R157. To price 

options on other bonds, the market convention is to use a relatively naive volatility conversion 

formula to convert the implied volatility of the benchmark bond into implied volatilities for the 

other bonds. 

A calibrated yield curve model can be used to calculate prices of options on any bond. This 

example compares the prices of options on various bonds across the curve implied by the per

turbed model (that has been calibrated to the benchmark option price as discussed in Section 

5.3), with prices calculated using the market volatility conversion convention. 

In Section 5.3 we discussed the fact that the South African market uses Black's model to price 

bond options. Although the options are struck on yield, Black's model is formulated in terms 

of the (forward) bond price and the quoted volatilities, used as an input to the model, are 

price volatilities. The market convention used to determine at-the-money implied volatilities for 

bonds other than the benchmark bond is to assume that forward yield volatilities are constant 

across the curve and then to use the relationship between yield and price volatilities to convert 

the benchmark at-the-money implied volatility to volatilities for other bonds. 5 

The relationship between the underlying bond's forward price, AF: and its forward yield which 

we denote YF, is given by 

(6.4) 

or 
bAF ~ ~D YF bYF. 
AF YF 

(6.5) 

where D is the modified duration of the bond at the forward yield at the option maturity date. 

The terms 6AAF and "'.'IF are percentage changes in the forward price and yield respectively. 
F YF 

Since volatility is the measure of the standard deviation of the percentage changes in the value 

of a variable, Equation 6.5 implies that the relationship between the forward price volatility, 0", 

and forward yield volatility, O"Y' is given by6 (Hull 2003) 

(6.6) 

5For in-the-money or out-the-money options the standard market convention is to adjust the implied price 

volatility by 25 basis points per standard option strike where the standard strikes occur every 25 basis points. 
6The relationship follows from the fact that if the standard deviation of the random variable X is 0" x, then 

the standard deviation of the random variable Y = eX, where e is a constant, is O"y = iciO"x. (Rice 1995). 
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Equation (6.6) is used to convert the benchmark bond's forward price volatility to a forward 

yield volatility. The forward yield volatility of the non benchmark bond is assumed to be equal 

to the yield volatility of the benchmark bond. Equation (6.6) is then used again to convert 

the yield volatility back to a price volatility for the non benchmark bond, based on the non 

bf'nchmark boners monifif'd duration. 

The procedure can be summarised by the volatility conversion formula 

(6.7) 

where IJ is the forward price volatility of a bond with modified duration, D, and forward yield 

YF, and Db, YbF and IJb are the modified duration. forward yield and price volatility of the 

benchmark bond. 

Table 6.1 below shows the prices of three month, at-the-money call options on various gov

ernment bonds for 30 June 2006. The implied volatilities in column 5 are calculated using (6.7) 

with the R153 implied volatility as the benchmark. 7 The call premiums are calculated using 

Black's model as discussed in Section 5.3. A risk-free rate of 7.10% was used for the calculation 

of the forward yields and option premiums. The premiums are quoted in Rands per R1 million 

nominal of the underlying bond. 

Table 6.1: ~farket implied volatilities and at-the-money call premiums 

Trade date: 30 June 2006 Trade settlement date: 5 July 2006 

Expiry date: 30 September 2006 Expiry settlement date: 5 October 2006 

Bond 
Spot/strike Strike Forward Modified Implied volatility Call premium 

yield price yield duration (market conversion) (Black's model) 

R194 8.515% 1.02877 8.776% 1.28 1.70% 2,008 

R153 8.550% 1.15745 8.818% 3.06 4.10% 7,485 

R206 8.665% 0.95459 8.955% 5.33 7.24% 11,979 

R157 8.650% 1.30513 8.937% 5.58 7.57% 17,137 

R201 8.660% 1.03033 8.949% 5.61 7.62% 13,661 

R203 8.650% 0.97653 8.937% 6.97 9.45% 16,423 

R204 8.635% 0.97562 8.919% 7.34 9.93% 17,364 

R207 8.560% 0.91322 8.829% 7.91 10.60% 17,563 

R186 8.350% 1.23835 8.578% 8.96 11.66% 26,637 

Figure 6.5 helow shows forward price volatilities plotted against modified duration. The call 

7Thc forward yields, strike priC(~s and modified dural ions arc ralrulal cd using I he trade and ma1 mity settlement 

dates. 
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rectly", their telmS to TTlaturit~- shortell avec tiTTl •. how"ve' \0 ~"t '!OTTle idea of wheth", this i. 

in fact true. we c,m hlk II.! th" \-olatili[i", of genede I'~r l~llHi, with mlhll!.Ill m~t mid" eq llal [(j 

the emrellt ml!.turities of (he p~l'th'ullt.!' honds that we are considering, Figure 6,9 below ,how, 

voi~tili<ies e~kuht.d from monthlr pal' emves from .10 June 2003 to 30 Jnne 2006, 

Fi~l)Te 6.9: Pa' bond yo!a\iiitie, 

-, 

" 

"C---c---c----o---c---cC---ec--c7---c---cC--cc-J o • s ",. " ,. ,. W 

A, expected the volatility of the par !:>ond corresponding to the RI&i is lower than the ''Glati!iti"" 

of dLe p"' hond con,,"Jl<mdin~ to the o(he' l>omJ,. Univ
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Chapter 7 

Conclusions 

\Ve have discussed a recently proposed yield curve model that assumes that the yield curve 

dynamics are driven by a 'stable' process and that observed market prices deviate from these 

theoretical prices due to 'errors' (possibly caused by such factors as liquidity constraints and 

bid-offer spreads.) The model fits into the affine H'}:-'! framework. Features of the model include 

a closed form solution for bond prices and a means to update the model daily via the Kalman 

Filter. 

The model is particularly well suited to the South African market since two sets of yield curves 

are published by the Bond Exchange of South Africa and the model can be used to provide a 

theoretical connection between the two types of curves. The underlying model can be fitted to 

the dynamics of the 'best decency' curves but does not necessarily price bonds exactly. The 

perturbed model adds an error term to achieve market prices determined by the 'perfect fit' 

curves. 

\Ve have illustrated the process of linking 'best decency' and 'perfect fit' curves by calibrating 

the model to curves that we construct using a similar methodology to BESA. As an application 

we discuss the relatively naive volatility conversion used by the market to price options on less 

liquid bonds and show that the model can be used to determine the relative value of different 

bond options. This allows an end user to evaluate relative cheapness of option prices and pro

vides a market maker with a more accurate means of valuing illiquid options. 
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Appendix A 

Simplifications resulting from the 

choice of A~, B~ and C~(T) 

Simplification of (4.19) to (4.24): 

Since .4 is constant 

Also since A is of the form 

we have 

This implies that 

C(t, T) C(T)CftT A(s)ds 

C(T)pA(T-t) . 

A~[*l 

Ak~ [*l 
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Substituting 

,A(T-'i ~ [C
A(:-<1 ~ 1 

into (AI) and recalling that C(T) = [C, C~(T)] gives 

c [CcA(T~t), C~(T)] 

[C(t, T), C~(T)l. 

Simplification of (4.20) to (4.25): 

Since B~(t) = /, (4.21) simplifies to 

Differentiating (A6) with respect to T gives 

Substituting (A6) into (4.20) gives 

G(t,T) ~ ]'(0 T) + ~ 10' ~Jr(', T) + :T lit C,(" U)dUIi'] d, 

1*(0, T) + ~ it ;3T(S, T)ds + ~ it a~ !IT C~(s, U)dU112 ds 

G(t, T) + ~ it d~ lilT CdU)dU I1

2 

ds, 

(A5) 

o 

(A6) 

(A7) 

(A8) 

where C~(s, u) = C~(u) follows from (AS). The first term is gi\"en by (4.11); the second term is 

calculated as follows: 

Since C~(T) is defined by Ck(T) = X(Ti 1,Ti ] (T) for i = 1. .... N, we have 

iT C~(u)du = [ .f~T X(TQ,Tl] (u)du .I~T X(Tl ,T2:(u)du ... .f~T X(TN~l,TN](u)du, ] . (A9) 
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Since 

a if T .,; Tk-l 

.i
T 

'«Tk_1,Tk] (u)du = 

T- Tk-l if Tk-l .,; T"; Tk & a .,; s"; Tk-l 

T-s if Tk-l .,; s < T .,; Tk (Ala) 

Tk - s if Tk-l .,; s < Tk .,; T 

Tk - Tk-l if s .,; Tk-l & Tk < T, 

it follows that 

(All) 

Taking the derivative of the above equation \vith respect to T gives 

(AI2) 

:\ow from (Ala), 

(AI3) 

therefore assuming To .,; T .,; TN, T will lie in exactly one of the intervals (Tk-l, TkJ. This 

implies that exactly one of the terms in (AI2) will be non-zero. Therefore 

d~ II.i
T 
C~(U)dUI12 = 2 .iT 

\(Tk_1,Tk;(u)du 

= {2 (T - Tk-d if s"; n-l 
2(T-s) if S>Tk-l, 

(AI4) 

where (Tk-l. TkJ is the interval containing T. From (AI4) it follows that 

if t";Tk-l 
(AI5) 

D 
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Appendix B 

Integral of G (t, T) 

Implementing the perturbed model requires evaluation of the integral 

iT G(t, s) ds. (Bl) 

For the choice of parameters specified in Chapter 4, G(t. s) is defined by 

- 2 { (T - Tk-l) t if t:S Tk- 1 
G(t, T) = G(t, T) + b 1 2 1 2 l'f 

-'2(Tk-d + Tt - '2t t > Tk-l, 
(B2) 

where (Tk-l. TkJ is the interval containing T. 

The integral of the first term of (B2), G(t, s), has to be computed numerically but the inte

gral of the second part can be calculated analytically as follows: 

Let I(t, s) denote 

( ) 
_ { (s - Tk-d t if t:S Tk-l 

I t. s - 1 ()2 1 2 l'f 
-'2 n-l + st - '2t t > Tk-l, 

(B3) 

where (Tk-l, TkJ is the interval containing s. 

There are two cases for calculating It I(t, s) ds. The relevant case is determined by where 

t and T lie with respect to the maturities of the N observed bonds: 

Case 1: t lies in the same interval as T 

If t lies in the same interval as T, that is n-l :S t :S T :S Tk , as in Figure Bl then 

l~ l'T 1 1 
. t 

I(t, s)ds --(Tk_d 2 + st - _t2 ds 
. t 2 2 

-~ [(Tk_d 2 + t2] (T - t) + !(T2 - t2). 
2 2 

(B4) 
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Figure Bl: t lies in the same interval as T 

t T 
I I 

To 

Case 2: t and T lie in different intervals 

To 

Figure B2: t and T lie in different inten"als 

t 

I 
T 

I 

If t and T lie in different intervals, that is Tj-l S t S Tj and Tk-I S T S Tk with j < k, as in 

Figure B2 then 

iT J(t, s)ds 

k-l 
1 [ 2 2] t [( 2 2] "" t ( 2 -2 (Tj - 1 ) + t (Tj - t) + 2 Tj ) - t + L 2 Ti - 'Ii-I) 

i=j+l 

(B5) 

It follows that 

(B6) 

whcn~ the first term is calculated IlullHTically using (4.11) and t he second term is giwIl by either 

(B4) or (B5) depending on the values of t and T. o 
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Appendix C 

Black's model 

The value at time t of a European call option with a strike price of A (Ts . Ystrike) that expires at 

time T, on a coupon bearing bond trading at a spot price of A (ts. Yspot) is given by (Hull 2003)1 

with 

d1 = In(SjK) + In(1 + rfr x T) + Tj2(J2 
(JyT 

T = T - t, 

S = A (ts, Yspot) - I. 
1 + rfr x (t s - t)· 

K = A (Ts, Ystrike) 

1 + rfr x (Ts - T) , 

where ts and Ts are the times corresponding to the settlement dates of the trade and expiry 

date respectively, Ci are the coupons, paid at times ~, that occur between the trade and expiry 

settlement dates, (J is the implied volatility and rfr is the (simple) risk-free rate. NO is the 

standard normal cumulative probability distribution function. 

IThe formulas below are adjusted to take into account the fact that the BESA bond pricing formula prices 

bonds on a settlement date. 
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